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Peanuts on parada

A grande guidt to caffeinaled connections
in the 'Burg and a latte information on
what to put in your mug.
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Childhood characters earn a complimentary
review: Charlie Brown and gang perform
through Saturday in Theatre II.
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Suzanne Wilson and Josh Kovolenko guard
goal and serzv as JMU soccer's last line of
defense.
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One month later, emotions
still strong as U.S. retaliates
Anti-war
vigil talk
focuses on
U.S. attack

Students
support
Bush's
decision
to attack

Mr*

**

B> IAMBS DUM>
assistant news editor
Candlelight illuminated the
faces of about 50 people who
participated in I pMM vigil
Sunday night on the steps of
the old courthouse in downtown
Court
Square
Harrisonburg
residents.
Eastern Mennonite University
and JMU students and faculty
stood in a circle intermittently
reflecting in silence and slur
ing their thoughts ,.n the
United
States
bombing
Afghanistan

Our goal is just to be
together.
— Peter Peifer

BY JOHN LEONARD

staff writer
President George VV. Bush
said Monday the Afghan military strikes are being carried
out with the cooperation ot
over 4() countries. "We are
supported by the collective
will of the world," he said.
Bush can find part of that
support at JMU, where some
students applaud the decision to fight back. A recent

LET Pggefr>,vA
ROBERT NATT//rtr*> editor
A bulletin board In Duke Hall displays many signs, drawings, poems and other artistic renderings expressing emotions
evoked by the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11. Taking form through art, musical performances, literary Journals and more,
this display Is just one of the many ways students and faculty have shared stories and reactions concerning the event.

EMI' sophomore

-95
"Our goal is just to be
together," said Peh'r I'eiler. an
EMU sophomore who organized the vigil.
Sophomore Michael Key
said, "I thought it was a good
time for people to sort out
thoughts and feelings, and I
am glad we were able to participate in it."
"I have been part of the
peace movement for some
time, believing that violent
solutions are never the
answer," Key said. "We have
no business being part of this.
The people ultimatelv that are
going to get hurt are not the terrorists that we are after. It is
going to be the innocent
women, men and children of
Afghanistan. A lot of people are
going to lose their lives. That is
why I came [to the vigil]."
One attendant said he came
out to the peace vigil because
"I've heard percentages that
the people in New York who
support retaliation are significantly lower than the rest of
the nation. We can make this a
very complex issue or a very
simple issue. Those people
see COMMVMTY, page 5

Info-security a national concern;
program teaches hacker prevention
FBI, Department of Defense employees utilize JMU program online
Bv

ROBYS GIRSTENSLAGER

staff writer
National security has become
a huge issue in the weeks sine
the events of Sept. 11. One of the
major areas ol national security
now requiring more attention is
information security.
Since 1997, JMU's computer
science department has offered
a graduate degree program
over the Internet that trains
employees from the FBI, the
Department of Defense and students around the world in the
field of information security.
The program is offered to
the public, like any other
degree program at JMU. Since
it is completelv conducted over
the World Wide Web, student-.
as far away as Europe and
Japan take the program.
Currently, one JMU student is
enrolled in the program. Fifty
percent of program participants are professionals work-

ing for government agencies
Heydari, the coordinator for
The program's focus is to • trie
Information
Security
Program, said areas covered by
the program include information security practices, how to
detect intruders and what to do
This information could if there is an electronic attack.
InfoSec regulations, legal stanbe very useful in
dards and ethical issues are also
discovering what these addressed throughout the proEam, which takes two and a
(terrorist) groups are
If years to complete.
Heydari said it may be too
planning to do.
soon to judge what kind of
the events of Sept. II will
— M. Hossain Heydari effect
have on the information securiassociate professor ty industry or JMU's program.
of computer science
Associate professor of computer
science
Mohamed
Eltoweissy, interim director of
the
Commonwealth
educate students on how to bet- Information Security Center,
ter protect networks and com- said there are several students
puters from being haik.nl into. from the Department of Defense
according to associate pmfessor who -aid their [MU education
of computer science M. I loHtjn helped them deal with the probHevdari.
lems that have surfaced since the

-44
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Prof, offers support
in difficult times
B1.

Professor of psychology Bljan Saadatmand councils International students and has Increased his efforts since Sept. 11.

KAIIJ LBWIS
staff writer
In the wake of the Sept. II terrorist attacks in New York Gty
and Washington, DC, many
international students on campus
fear for their own security and
personal welfare Ixvause of their
ethnicity.
It is professor of psychology
Bijan Saadatmand's job to protect
and guide my international student that needs assistance, and
tin's*■ duties have become nnw
important due to recent tragedies
Saadatmand, or "Uncle
Hijan as he pn'ters to be called,
is director of the lnternatuni.il
Student/Faculty Programs at
JMU. These programs are
designed to assist the international population on campus
and to help them adjust to a
new
different life at an
American university, according

tt» the program's Web site
MtpJlwww.imu.edui international
"1 ne first thing I did was write
an rin,ni to ,ill my international
students and inform them about
what happened," Saadatmand
said. "I requested they keep a ktw
prohle. that tlvv go to dass and
then go home to then dorms —
not to congregate as a group so as
to avoid being a target."
Saadatmand sent multiple emails to international students
throughout the week to update
them on the situation.
"On the same token. I assun\l
them that the many years I have
lived here, 1 know from expenence that people in this community are wry U»spiiable and that
tney should not worry about any
type of revenge/' he said. "But by
keeping a low pr
w PSYCHOLOGY, page 7

attacks.

"To have this testimonial
from them is very important"
he said.
A subject that is not taught in
the program is information warfare because, currently, the professors don't have the expertise,
according
to
Heydari.
Information warfare allows
government agencies to listen
as permitted by law, to information that terrorists groups, drug
dealers and other illegal organizations exchange.
"This information could be
very useful in discovering
what these (terrorist) groups
are planning to do," Heydari
said. "It also could assist in
after-the-fact tracking of information that can be used as evidence in criminal cases."
A program of success
' We provide a verv
rry anm
good
^■COMPUTER, page 7

We are supported by
the collective will of
the world.
MM
S. President

9?
Washington Post/ABC News
poll found that 94 percent of
Americans favor the strikes in
Afghanistan.
Moreover,
according to a recent Gallup
C1L Bush's approval rttfflW
ve risen 36 percentage
points since the attack.
junior Ben Gibson, secretary of the JMU College
Republicans, said he fully
supports the president. "V\fe
must be resolved as a nation
and stand behind our president in this time of uncertainty," he said.
While groups supporting
anti-war efforts on campus
tend to focus on the
inevitable civilian casualties,
many students choose to
highlight the constructiveness of the attacks. "The
United States is wholly in the
right about these strikes,"
Gibson said. "Our strikes
have focused solely on military targets to minimi/*' unlian casualties. Our actions not
only protect JUS] from furset STUDENTS, pane 5

Literary journal, 11,
lets students share
reactions about tragedy
Bv

LINDSAY MARTI

news editor

A journal of collected
writings by JMU students,
faculty, staff and alumni
n-garding the Sept. II attacks

is available in the Fnglish
department in Kce/ell Hal!
The journal, titled U,
includes poems, musings,
letters, stories of people
affected and recountings of
direct experience with the
rescue and recovery effort,
aitonling
to
Brady
Eamhart, adjunct professor
of creative writing and journal editor
(unior Krista Keyes, a student editor, said journal editors received over one hundred submissions.
Senior Mike Dineen,
another student editor,
said the journal is a good
way to hear "some kind of
voice [from JMU community members) about what
happened."
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• JMU Adult rVj-nv IV^MIII Mt-Hing, noon. Paul Street
House, learn how to complete a bachelor's degree through a
ciistomi/od program of study, for more information, call x86824 or e-mail tdulHkgnt program
• JMU Breakdana' Team dance showcase with special guest
Madison Dance, 8 p.m., PC Ballroom
• Baptist Student L mon large group praise and worship,
530 p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the comer of Cantrell
Avenue and Si>uth Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6822
• Young Demoatfk Socialists (YDS-JMU) general
meeting, S p m., Taylor 304, for more information, visit
wunv.pmi.eduA^rgsAfoungdentsoc/QT contact Aaron or
Adam at 4334411

Potential JMU property purchases 3

• Baptist Student Union New Testament Greek Bible Study, 8
to 8:45 a.m.. Market One, contact Archie at 434-6822
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FOCUS
Beans in the Burg

A JMU sludeni was judicially referred
for an incident where a cyclist slruck a
pedestrian at the intersection of Duke and
Bluestone drives Oct. 3 at 4.29 p.m.
The victim was attempting to cross
Duke Drive and was struck by a JMU student riding down the sidewalk from the village area. The pedestrian was transported
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
In other matters, campus police report the
following:
Driving Under the Influence
•
Non-student Jason F Pope, 26. of
Winchester, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence, driving on
a restricted license and refusal to take a
breathylizer at the intersection of Harrison
and Warsaw streets
The subject reportedly was observed
driving up on the curb over a grassy area
and into a commercial lot.
The report was filed Oct 7 at 5:35 a.m.
• Steven T. Kook. 21, of Vienna, was
arrested and charged with driving under
the influence.

The subject reportedly was observed
striking the curb in front of Gibbons Hall.
The report was filed Oct. 9 at 1.13 a.m.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Susan A. Hodges, 18, of Falls Church,
was arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol in Weaver Hall Oct.
5 at 11:51 p.m.
The subject was reportedly transferred
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital due to
alcohol poisoning.
• Tara L Nemeth, 19, of Virginia Beach,
and Kristin P. Captain. 19, of Burke were
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol in GJot Oct. 6 at 1X57 am.
• Six students we;e judicially referred for
underage possession in G-lot Ocl 7 at
2:30 a.m.
• A JMU sludent was judicially referred
for underage possession of alcohoi, damage to property, the false pulling of a fire
alarm, falsa information to a police officer
and littering in Huffman Hall Oct. 9
between 1 55 a.m. and 2.05 a.m.
• Brian M Heller. 20, of Arlington and
John C Marston, 18, of Richmond were
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The Breeze is published Monday ana Thursday mornings end distributed
throughout Jsmes Madison University and the local Hamsonbury community
Comments and complaints should De addressed to Julie Sproesser editor
"rRWSS":
G^AnthonyS^erHell

S-aonphon. number.
OpoovSty* xS-3846
Newt xS4699
«M041
James Madison University
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807
focus xB-3846
Phone: (540) 566^6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736 Sports xMJOS
E-Mail address: fha_ breeze@jmuedu
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Bro«ze Nat. r>ttp.//wwwthebreez».org
Business/Technology
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Donne Dunn
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Blly Chambers
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Jeremy Hunt
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CLASSIFIEDS

CORRECTIONS

How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am. and 5 p.m.
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

tn the Oct 8 issue of The Breeze, GlenrJa
Rooney assistant vice president of parent
and constituent relations, was falsely
reported to be leaving JMU. Glenda
Ridgely. JMUS budget director, is the faculty member who will be leaving JMU and
moving to South Carolina.

The J.M.u. must see Event of the Year!
The World's Greatest Tribute to
I

"Crazy
Diamonds'

Saturday Oct. 13th 9:30 P.M. Sharp
with guest cover band sensation "Maybe Tomorrow
Spectacular show featuring dazzling laser lights & special effects a all the
Pink Floyd classics recreated to perfection by the best tribute band in the world!
J.M.U. Students ONLY- Purchase your tickets in advance at Mainstreet & Save $4.00
off show admission — Just $8.00
Tickets on Sale NOW at Mainstreet & Plan 9 in Harrisonburg. Regular Price
Advance $10.00. Door $12.00. This show is 18 & Up!!

432.9963
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"One of the things about domestic
violence is that a lot [of] the time the
women will go back to the situation."

■ Acquiring and expanding
JMU seeks to purchase properties
as new locations for instructional
clinics and art studios

CANDY RYMAN

•

First Step volunteer

i f»lo*

M*

MEGHAN MONTGOMERVftmfarphwifRpVr

below

MEGHAN \10NTCX>MERY'»i,iorr>/>,«>j»uj>fV,

The university Is In negotiations to buy Blue Ridge Hall, left, and to lease the Whitesel Bros.. Inc. building on Grace Street for use as new locations (or Instructional clinics and art studios.

University seeks to acquire properties
BY KATF SNYDF.R

staff writer
This year, many programs
and departments are scattered
across campus, causing some
students and (acuity to worry
about running to distant buildings between classes. JMU is
taking measures to provide
more space for certain departments, allowing them more centralized locations.
JMU asked the Virginia
General Assembly for an
increase in its operating budget
in order to take on new projects
and renovations. These include
the possible purchase of Blue
Ridge Hall and the leasing of
the former Whitesel Bros., Inc.
building on Grace Street.
JMU requested an additional
$540,924 and 1294000 in state
funding for capital leases, utilities and maintenance costs associated with Blue Ridge 1 Kill and
Art and Art History space,
respectively.
JMU has leased Blue Ridge
Hall for housing purposes since
1997. After three extensions on
the contract, the lease was
scheduled to expire in June,

decreasing spaic».*ii campus foi
residents and offices. The university intends to extend the
lease by entering into a capital
lease with the intentions to buy
the property, Vice President for
Administration and Finance
Charles King said during the
Oct. 5 Board of Visitors meeting
If approved by the owners,
the building will no longer
serve as a residence hall, but
will house instructional clinics
and
programs
for
the
Department of Health and
Human Services, King said.
Vida
Huber,
associate
dean of the College of
Integrated
Sciences
and
Technology, said she is a,
strong supporter of this plan.
"Right now, our clinics and
programs are scattered across
campus," Huber said. "We've
been hoping to find a home
to enhance the level of collaboration within Health and
Human Sciences."
Clinics and programs that
would move include the Child
Development
Center,
the
Holistic
Health
Research
Center, the Migrant Education

Program, and several others,
according to Huber.
"We see Blue Ridge Hall as a
very desirable location," Huber
said. "This will provide a wonderful experience for students
because they will have crossdisciplinary action as well as
more direct involvement with
the community."

-6 6—

This is a very positive
change, and students
will actually get to
interact with one
another.
-Cole Welter
director, School of An and Ail
History

55
Most of the university's clinics currently are housed in the
Modular building, but JMU
needs the Modular building for
other programs needing relocation due to renovations to the

older facilities on the main cam
pus, according to the university's Centennial Facilities Plan.
According to Jim McConnell,
senior director of Residence Life,
Blue Ridge Hall currently holds
217 students, with one wing
devoted
to
office
space.
Additional campus spaces will
be available next \ear when
Gifford Hall, currently closed for
renovation, opens again in the
fall with approximately 180
beds. Also, Rockingham Hall, a
new residence hall located
where the Howard Johnson Inn
used to be, holds additional
beds that did not exist last year
even though both Blue Ridge
and Gifford halls were occupied,
McConnell said.
"Only about 40 percent of
students return each year to live
on campus," McConnell said
"Hopefully, with the reopening
of Gifford Hall, we will have
space for all students who pl.in
to live on campus." All freshmen will have rooms next year,
and if there is a lack of space,
fewer transfer students will be
able to live in dorms, according
to McConnell

Cole Welter, director of the
School of Art and Art History,
said the former Whitesel Bros.,
Inc building is also a possibility
for capital lease of approximately 10 years. If granted, this
building and Duke Hall would
become the sole homes of art
studios, replacing those in
Harnson Hall, Logan Hall and
the drawing studio on South
Main Street, Welter said.
Welter said he is excited
about the proposals. He also
said JMU has a plan to make a
large addition to Duke Hall.
This will take possibly 10 years
or more and over $24 million.
Welter said. Because these programs need new facilities now,
the Whitesel building will
hopefully be the new place for
such a "growing and professional field." Although quite a
bit of renovation will need to
be completed. Welter said he is
sure that this building will
make a huge impact on the
department, as well as benefit
the students.
"The School of Art and Art
History has never been in just
two buildings,'' Welter said

"This is a very positive change,
and students will actually get to
interact with each other."
Senior art major
Lee
Aulick said, "I think we definitely need to buy the
Whitesel building because art
in general seems to be overlooked at JMU. We're pushed
to the edge of campus and
moved off campus as well.
The painting and drawing
center is way down South
Main Street. Along with needing more teachers for more
classes and access to printers
that actually work, it would
be nice to actually have classrooms within walking distance. We don't need a mile
hike for our health — that's
what UREC's for."
Steve Knickrehm, associate
vice president for Resource
Planning, said JMU currently is
in negotiations with the owners
of these buildings. "Although
nothing is certain, we are very
hopeful
that
it'll
work,"
Knickrehm said. "We are also
very aware of the need to move
departments to accommodate
both students and professors."

When
TTIICII innings.
intimacyY lgasja
leads to
w violence:
nuniuv..

How local support organizations are trying to help
Aiding victims of
domestic violence

Skits give warning
about rape risks
BY LAURA COCIIRAN

conlribtUiilg writer
"Rape Is Not Sen, Rape Is
Violence." sponsored by the
Campus Assault ResponsE
Helpline, raised awareness
about statistics to a packed
Crafton-Stovall
Theatre
Tuesday night
Senior Leah Fix. CARF.'s
treasurer, said CARE members
combined stations «ith eight
emotional performances in
"Rape Is Not Sex. Rape Is
Violence" to increase awareMM on the environment surrounding a victim before, during and .iit'-r rape occun
I ix Hid, "What people do
n..i know are m high MMi
IKS, such M the report that H4
percent of rapes on JMU'-. ..mi
pus are committed by an
acquaintance ol the t k Hm.
Senior I mi Mnne. CARE'S
i'i.-.uii-nt. Mid i UU !»' mben
are trained students committed
ID helping those H ho hava been
directly and indinvtlv affected
by sexual assault.
Slrine said (hey are able to
provide resource- and IBWi
r.ils and respond with cnaaa
intervention.
CASE offers a helpline thai
operates 24 hours .1 day, ~ da\s
I week, according to Stime
She said that when SOrneoM
calls the pager-voicemail IJfl
tern tor assistance, a respondent from CARE calls the perKin back on a private phone
within IT minutes.
Senior Amanda Koerth, a

member of CARE, said the team
of 30 trained members concentrates on listening to the victim
who call them.
"Victims do not want advice
most of Ihe time, but for someone to talk to," Koerth said. "We
work by listening and then
reflecting back on what has
been said."
"Listening when someone
tells you to listen" was the
theme of one of the eight skits
performed during "Rape Is Not
Sex, Rape Is Violence," according to Fix.
11\ said each skit related to
mna dimension of the overall
goal of the program to make
students more aware at ma lerl
. nsness oi rang
In a skit that focused on listening instead of giving
advice, two female students
BCtld out a short conversation
with each other, beginning
their slalenienls with When I
ask \ on to listen."

Repetition ol key statements
developed themes throughout
lheprogr.no

A CARF member aclad ai •'
diagruntlad customer in the
Restaurant Scene' and demon
sliated the message ml w lien .1
person savs 'no" to someone.
the word should not be perceived to mean anything else.
\tli 1 she repeatedly asked Ihe
Walter lO stop [sounng more cot*
fee into her mug, he eventually
burnt her.

steSKITS.i*igc4

BY LYNETTE DIAZ

"We,ire Kx.itcd ver\ - lose to
the poUce department, aiul lluv
do a gixxl job ol patrolling the
.m-.i, she said. "Once a woman
, Pines in, we try to determine
wha| needs they have. Some
women don't •van! to take legal
action against the abuser."
Some women come in not
knowing that they have been

domestic violence goes through
stages. First, there is a tense
phase during which the victim
feels uneasiness from threats
made by the abuser. Soon after,
the actual violence occurs After
the crisis phase, things calm
down and move into the "honeymoon phase." In this stage,
the abuser might promise the
victim that violence will not
occur again. The victim might
believe this promise and continue \% ith the relation-ship.
"One of the things about
domestic violence is that a lot
|of] the time the women will go
back to the situation." said
Ryman. "We try to build their
sell esteem to help them realize
lhe\ >.in he by tin mselves, but
we can't tell them not to go back
to the situation. It WC started
telling them what to do, we'd be
like Ihe abuser."
One doee not have to be a
resident ot the shelter to receive
assistance, hut those who do
live in the house participate m a
communal living style and
Itcerve food to cook their meals
Many times women must bring
their children with them, and
I irst Step provides counselors

abused, said Rvman, "Abueen

ipedfloaO) foi the chUdfen.

are very controlling of the irfa
tim's lil«\ from handling the
money lO deciding where they
are every minute of the day We
help these women realize they
don't have to live in fear, and we
Midi them how to live independent lives"
According
to
Ryman.

'We try to have positive role
models tor these children since
they might not have them in the
litest\ le the\ are exposed to "
s,iul Ryman. "(Male] volunteers are great because they provide that positive model for

staff writer
Domestic violence awareness month brought a speaker
to JMU Tuesday night who
works with local survivors of
domestic violence.
Candy Ryman, the volunteer
coordinator for First Step, a shelter for those impacted by domestic violence, spoke to about 10
people at the Catholic Campus
Ministry house about what they

oould do to help victim
I list Step provides safe
housing and shelter for women
ihildren in domestic violence situations We do serve
men. but what tends to happen
is tli.it men don't report incidents of \ totenoe against them,"
Ryman said Once tomtom
comes into the shelter, their
,IIH!

service la confidential.
l \M 1 SI I l.lVAN/i.«ifMrW.n*ptuHagrapher
CARE member junior Erin Jacques performs Tuesday In
Grafton-Stovall Theatre to help Increase rape awareness.

u
We help these women realize they
don't have to live in fear, and we
teach them how to live independent
lives.
— Candy Ryman
First Slop \oluntcer coordinator
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Grad pleads no contest to drug charges
A JMU graduate pleaded no
contest to tour counts ol obtaining drugs by false pretense during a hearing Sept. 28. David
Hierholzer ('00) will be sentenced Nov. 26.
He taces a maximum sentence ot five years in prison and
a $2,500 line for each count,
according to Marsha Garst,
commonwealth's attorney for
Rockjngham County and the crly
of Harrisonburg.
The commonwealth attorney's
ofllce dropped three felony
charges of possession of drugs,
while several misdemeanor
charges stil are pending in court

In Brief
Hierholzer's troubles began
when a package containing
drugs from Brazil was intercepted by U.S. Customs agents in
Miami. Fla. The package contained numerous pills including
Rohypnol, Ritalin, Diazepam
(Vallum) and Alprazolam
(Xanax). Rohypnol, belter
known as the "date rape drug,"
cannot be legally Imported into
the United States, according to
a reprsentative from the
Harrisonburg
Police
Department's RUSH Drug Task
Force.
U.S. Customs agents contacted Harrlsonburg's RUSH Drug
Task
Force
about
the
Harrisonburg-bound package.
Members of the drug task force
worked with U.S. Postal
Inspector Maurice Campbell to
arrest the recipient of the package, according to a representative of the drug task force.
After installing a beacon/alarm
unit that sends a signal when
the package is opened.

11. 2(K)I

OCT.

NEWS
Tuesday's SGA meeting, the
celebration will include
numerous events, currently in
the planning stages.

Campbell delivered the package
to its destination.
When Hierholzer answered
the door, he reportedly identified
himself as the recipient. "Tim
Izner." A member of the drug
task force then went to the door,
identified herself as a police officer and questioned Hierholzer in
his residence.
Based on what the officer saw
in the house, a search warrant
was obtained. After a thorough
search, Hierholzer was arrested,
according to a member of the
drug task force.
Hierholzer could not be
reached for comment.

JAC update
SGA president, senior
Dave Mills, reported further
progress with his community
package, which includes offcampus use of JAC cards,
among
other
items.
"Everything's moving along
really smoothly." Mills said
He met with the Harrisonburg
City Council to inform it of the
current efforts of the SGA. A
list of possible business partners will be presented later
this year to the council,
according to Mills.

—horn staff reports

Three Parent's Weekend
events sold out

Diversity workshop
Zebulun Davenport, associate
vice
president
for
Multicultural Affairs, announced
a diversity workshop on Oct. 30.
He said one of the top qualities employers look for in students is the ability to interact In a
diverse environment.

Three JMU Parent's Weekend
events are sold out.
Saturday's football game
against Richmond University is
sold out, according to the lo the
JMU Parent's Weekend 2001
Website.
Parents who did not reserve
their $20 tickets will not be able
to attend. Free student tickets
are no longer available as well,
according to the Web site
Tickets for the Picnic on the
Commons, scheduled for
Saturday at 10 am, has also
sold out. according to the
Web site.
The Gala dinner at Gibbons
Hall also is sold out, according
to the Web site
For more information, visit
wwwjmu.edu'parBnts/pw2001_s
aturoay.html.

Possible writing requirment
change
The Academic Affairs committee chairman, junior Jeff Burke,
reported the College of Arts and
Letters might change the writing
requirements for majors within
the College of Arts and Letters.
The proposed change wil affect
next year's Ireshmen but not
current students. The proposal
has not been approved. 'The
idea behind it is good, but there
are a few problems in the implementation,' Burke said.
Class Council
A vote to move the class
council elections to the spring
passed by unanimous consent.

—from staff reports

SGA marks three
decades of service

-^John Leonard
SGA Reporter

A year-long celebration will
mark the 30-year anniversary
of the Student Government
Association this academic
year. Announced during

KAREN KUPELIAN/ttaffptHtagmr*"
An SGA Senator pays close attention to the different issues discussed at Tuesday's SGA meeting. SGA turning 30 years old and off-campus-JAC card usage were some of the topics that
the they tackled this week. SGA also voted on when class council elections should be held.
the Chandler Hall loading
dock/kitchen area Oct. 8
between 7:35 and 8 a.m.
• A non-student reported an
unknown person removed a
cell phone, cash and a Virginia
operators license Oct. 8
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
in the Convocation Center.
The incident is currently
under investigation.

POULCE LOG, from page 2
arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol in N-lot Ocl 5 at 3:37 p.m.
A Hamsonburg Police Officer
reportedly stopped the vehicle
that the two subjects were passengers in for suspicion of DUI
but they were not charged with
a DUI.
Marston also reportedly was
charged with possession of a
fictitious license.

Property Damage
• A sign for hall staff parking
was damaged at Hanson Hall
between Oct. 1 at 5 p.m and
Oct. 2 at 8 a.m.
• Two JMU students reported

Petty Larceny
• Unknown persons removed a
purse from the break room at

an unknown person entered
their rooms and removed Hems
Oct 7 between 3 and 8:30 a.m.
• An unknown person reportedly broke part of the water
cannon which was left on the
CISAT field.
The hose had been cut and
the top part of the sprinkler
was broken off between Oct.
5 at 6:30 p.m. and Oct. 8 at
10:30 a.m.

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 25: 45

Skits show danger Speaker shows solutions
SKITS, from page 3
"This scene showed Ihe
importance that when someone
says no, they mean no," Fix said.
Another skit placed the audience in a familiar setting.
A party with students doing
keg stands, dancing and playing
card games set the stage for a
situation most students could
identify with. The encoded message was that one in every four
college students experiences an
incident with rape by the time
they graduate. Fix said.

56 E.Wolfe Street
Harrisonburg, VA
22802
(Next to Kline's
Dairy Bar)
540-433-3917

Senior Mike VValder said he
frequently attends CARE-sponsored programs to become more
informed and often is shocked
by the statistics. "It's hard to
think that people you interact
with everyday could be victims," he said.
Sophomore Carrie Sounders
said. "I have never really Kid to
deal with rape personally before.
"In coming to this program, I hope to get other perspectives from different people," she said

these children "
Students can help the First
Step house every semester.
Ryman, a former JMU student,
li.nns groups of students at the
beginning of each semester, and
requires that each volunteer
commit at least one hour a week
to the program. Volunteers go
through a Child Protective
Services check, as well as a criminal background check.
"I heard through the

&rciokfy.

Hownfown: 4-33-3017

CHOICE OF

3

SIDES

$4.50

cupon

Exp-res Oct 18.200i

Candies Spa

■

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Across from Sheerz)

Total Body Spa

Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac S Chesapeake

HAIRSTYLING • TANNING • MASSAGE • BODY WRAPS

Save 10% on Tattoos & Piercing

Tanning Visits $1 Each

I

Full Body Massage $35

Manicure $10

(Minimum Purchase 10 Visits)

;•

Haircut $12

Perms $35

Highlights $40

(Bring This Ad)
Tantalizing, mouth-watering, scrumptious, rich, spectacular,
tasty, fantastic, wow!, unbelievable, magnificent, powerful,
the best, out of this world, knock you off you rocker
it's so good...
,
|jr|.llV\\>U)ll>:'

peac
Treat Your
Parents!

Coupon

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

/IQQ /IQnn

^ 5cf 1fe<MA oj SxceiteMce.
BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE

ICE CREAM CUP OR CONE

i

373 N. Mason St.

H-QO'H-QUU

Open untill 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

Blue R i a

ssesd

Inc.

4

?^i5 $ 16.95

Alignment
Brakes
Mufflers
Shocks
Batteries
State Inspections

Change
I E. Market St At Furnace Rd.
'' NexUo Papa John's Pizza
I

SEASONS END COLLEGE DAYS!
Le
••out
$nacks

IOJE CREAM

Right on Wolfe St. Just past Post Office

wS°Su

_

http://home. rica. net/
hbunited/firststep. htm

$8.99

THE LOOK

433 - 3322

I Tan for Entire School Year $»9

Being informed about how
to handle the situation makes
us feel less guilty about calling
on our neighbors who might
be experiencing this situation,"
sophomore Matt Morrell said.
"It's definitely something we
as | society need to face "
Ryman said, 'The women
we work with are very brave
because they left the situation
and chose to have a different
life. If they return to the situation, they know thev can come
back to us for support."

Open Year Round
Hrs. Van'With
Season.
Hrs: Mon-Sat.
11-8
Sun. 12-6

ANY SANDWICH O
MEAL PURCHASE

Valid w/ Groups over 30 Persons

CALL US
5M ■ 2770

Diocese of Richmond that
October was domestic violence
awareness month, and I
decided to contact First Step
in order to get the community
more involved," said junior
Colleen Hanrahan, Advocacy
and Special Programs coordinator for CCM. "I think it's ,i
good idea to get people aware.
Candy Ryman was very personal and thorough in her
attempt to get us to understand domestic violence and
how we can help."

$1.00 OFF

GROUP PICKUP SPECIAL
BBQ,

SFHAKhR, from page 2

more at

Present your JAC Card for:
• 50c off one game of mini-golf
• $1.00 off any size basket of balls
• One FREE medium basket of range balls
with purchase of any Golf 36 T-shirt

Open Noon - 6:30
Tues-Sunday

141 Carpenter Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 2280

Good through October 28th

BLUE RIDGE
QoifCenter
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Community peace vigil examines recent attacks
COAf.Wl7.V17T,/row i»gt 1
know suffering and thiwe people know what ll is like |o goto
bed wilhoul Iheir husbands and
wives.
"I think .ill those people
who've seen those things and
experienced those thin)'
through the lllfhiwnmj ,.l it."
he said "I hut thought il wax
powerful thing that Ihe people
who
were
most
closely
touched and suffered the most
were the people ipcaking lor
alternatives other than a violent response."
Junior Rob Rixmann. organ
i/er of JMU'sSept. II candlelight vigil, attended Sunday
night's peace vigil iiul said.
"It's almost like we feel compelled to go out and do some
thing every night because of
what has been going on ...
there is a whole new sel ol rOr
sons to be out here, a whole
new set of victims "
Attendees shared gcn.r.il
and specific reactions during
the vigil.
"My first reaction was anger

and my ncond reaction wai
absurdity," one studenl Mid
"The thing that struck DM the
most and mad* ma the most
sad was Hiyh (saying) that Ihe
Atghanis are our friends and
w« aia going to be good
humanitarians and give them
food and medicine in light of all
of this. Th.it just seems Kail)
absurd tome."

-44There is a whole new

set of reasons to be out
here, a whole new set of
victims.
— Rob Rixmann
junior

-99
Another putidpinl nld, "I
HW (rvfdom. liberty, good find
evil UMII in v.irinus ways lhi*>
IMI week ind I nml Ihe meanings ol the*** terms terribly elu-

sive ,il this point I continue to
struggle with wh.it il means to
be free and speak the truth and
resist evil. In ,ill fairness,
undoubtedly the leaders of the
nation! who an playing this
game struggle with the same
thing but they have their fingers
in different pots of ink than I
do," he said.
Some participants shared
their thoughts about people
they saw as innocent victims.
(>ne attendant said, "Power in
Kabul [Afghanistan s capital]
went out immediately when the
bombing began, lust thinking of
any intents m an incubator or
any elderly [person) who needs
B raaplnrtOt to breath; LhOM are
immediate casualties
"("ertainlv these (are| people
who have nothing to do with
this," he said.
Some reflected on the past
while thinking about the present.
One man shared his experienoi growing up in Budapest,
I lungary and living next door
loan Afghani family "I wonder
about those children who were
my age. What memories did

they have of my family being
American and maybe the only
the only Americans they have
ever met? I think now of how
we could have been better
luends to them. It was hard to
bridge that cultural gap"
Earlier this year, sophomore
Peter Gelderloos lived in
Uzbekistan, which borders
Afghanistan. He shares) his concerns for the area. "This reminds
me of the Vietnam War — how
we started bombing Vietnam
and the whole Indo-Chinese
peninsula rolled over, so I am
just worried the same thing is
going to happen here."
One woman mentioned the
build-up of Ihe Gulf War and
likened it to Ihe current attack
on terrorism.
"I kept on getting those
same feelings, like knowing it
was coming, knowing that
inevitable feeling."
She said she remembered
hearing ihe news of Desert Storm
and how the local nick station
repeatedly played John lennon's
< .i\r IV.i.e .it'hanct'."
"I thought 'Oh, people are

not going to be into that,'" she
said. "It seemed like in a day the
tune on that station totally
changed [to be prowar] and it
was all about yellow ribbons
and 'we support the troops.'
"1 remember feeling that by
not wearing a yellow ribbon or
not having a yellow ribbon in a
yard, you felt like a traitor," she
said of supporting military action.
To vigil organizer Peiter the
build-up to the bombing
reminded him of the Gulf War
as well. "In the days following
U.S. attacks on Iraq, someone
told a story about how Iraqi
soldiers were going into
Kuwaiti hospitals when the
U.S. started bombing Baghdad
and pulling babies out of incubators and throwing them on
the floor," he said,
"In the months following
that report (it) came out that it
was totally false," Peifer said.
"So, I would challenge us ... to
continue to cut through the
rhetoric.
"The only way US. soldiers
can be involved is for everything to be totally justified," he

said. "And I just think we need
to be really careful to not fool
ourselves that reality is the way
it is shown on TV."
Others also discussed the
current role of the media and its
impact on war
"As it goes for misinformation, a thing the media constantly does is misuse rhetoric and
do things like interchange
things like justice and revenge
and mask one thing in another,"
one man at the vigil said. "I
think we all see that happening
regularly."
Key said, "We have a
responsibility more than just to
sort out our feelings as we are
doing now, which has its place
and is necessary. After we have
given it some thought, we have
the responsibility to educate
ourselves and start educating
for peace at our jobs at our
school, wherever we are."
Key called for vigil attendants to "help people seek truth
for themselves so that we don't
have a mindless, warmongering society that will only lead us
to more violence."

Students support U.S. attacks in Middle East
STVDBtyT8,fromp0gtl
ther terronsl attacks, but the\
are setting the stage for democracy in this war-torn country."

The attack! abo MF
confirmation of expectations.
"I think that it was inevitable,'
sophomore Kristin Kroll said.
"A lot of people wanted action,
and Bush did what he felt was
right. (Osama) bin Laden did
have a lot of warning, and the
[United States) was stepping
up to the plate."
While satellite photos of

war-lorn Afghanistan may
disturb some students, others think the atrocity leveled
on America on Sept. 11 offers
sufficient justification for a
military response. "We need
to defend our country," junior Kathy Stupec said. "This
was ,HI attack to specifically
kill as many people as possible. They (the terrorists)
have no respect for us or our

-64
If we don't show them
our strength in
defending ourselves
from this attack, then it
will only happen again
and again...

countn
Junior Democrat David
t rain said, "Bombing is not

— Ashley Mohr
sophomore

-99

.in end-all solution to this
problem, although it might be
needed to allow our special
forces to enter and find bin
Laden. I only support bombing military targets because
the loss of innocent lives is
not acceptable in any situation. I want justice, not
revenge. Our end goal should
be the capture and trial of
those involved, not the killing
of innocent Afghanis."
Sighs of relief were shared
by some students "I think it's

good that we are finally taking
action," sophomore Rachel
Steinberg said. "The (United
States| is making a statement
tnat |it| won't put up with it."
Sophomore )cn Powell
said she agrees with the message being sent to the terrorists. "I think the bombings
are .1 good thing because it
shows that the
(United
States I is not a passive nation
an.l that we will not allow
these types of terrorists
attacks to deprive us of our

freedom," she said.
Sophomore Ashley Mohr
said, "I just think that if we
don't show them our strength
in defending ourselves from
this attack, then it will only
happen again and again, so
therefore we need to stand up
and take action."
Sophomore Krista Russo
said, "What the terrorists did
was inhuman. They should
suffer the same thing that they
put all of the victims of this

tragedy through."

What's your organization up to? Call and let us know and you could be featured
in a Breeze story.
— Call Richard, Lindsay and James at 8-6699 today!

elcome Parents

Looks like you're
excited about the
services NTC has
to offer!

We may be a little bit older,
but just like your mom and dad
we're still mighty fine!!!

Welcome Parents!
Olde Mill Village
Our apartments have amenities galore, including:
'Free local phone, cable, and ethernetW.

We thank you and
your student for choosing
NTC for your cable,
network, and telephone
services.

888.201.8420
local 437.4200
www.ntc-com.com

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

•Level grounds with no hills lo climb
'Only four blocks lo campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
•Paved parking spaces.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

HA South Avenue,
Harrlsonburg

'.I M.I KIAI.TY

/MANAO

A

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemlllvlllage.com
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Tfieasant (Run

Tfieasant (Run
'An easy going student
community c(ose to stores,
restaurants, and campus.
Teei at home in a settinq
that exceeds your
expectations, and huitt
with your needs in mind.
Phone: (540)801-0660

4 (Bedrooms
2 1/2 Batfis
Spacious (great "Koom
Lar^e (Eat-in Kitchen
'Microwave
dishwasher
'Refriaerator with Ice 'Maker
Washer fr 'Dryer
'Bus Service
'Beautifully fandscapedyards
Email: pheasant@pheasantrun.net

3?1 Phoasant Run
Circlt

South Mam Si

From Port Rebublic Rd., turn left onto
S. Main St. Travel 3/4 mile, then turn
left onto Rocco Ave. Go up towards the
right into Pheasant Run Circle. The first
row of homes is on your left. The model
home is the first on the right, #321.
Open Mon-Fri 10a-5p, 801-0660
Web: www.pheasantrun.net
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Computer science trains FBI, Department of Defense
* tiMI't rh.K tromfxigfl
education in our InfoSec program," Heyiiari said "Our
graduate! NVC moved up in
rank in their company or
agency. Many of them moved to
lortune 100 companies. Our
graduates serve as chief information security officers at the
U.S. House of Representalives
and for the Federal Reserve
Board, among others."
JMU is the only university in
the country that offers this masters program entirely over the
Internet The National Security
Agency recognized JMU as a
( -nter
of
Excellence
in
Information Security Education
in
1999.
Cieorge
Mason
University and Idaho State

University were also among the
top seven to receive the honor.
"We are very proud that we
MM the need very early on and.
to be one of the first seven, it is ,i
very high quality program,"
Eltowrissy said
All instruction and tests are
conducted over the Internet,
with
the tests conducted
through professional testing
firms. |MU professors design
the course curriculum and
coordinate
assignments.
Faculty also participate in
workshops
and
seminars
offered by government agencies and private industries to
keep up to date with developments within the industry.
Eltoweissy said all materials

and assignments are on the
Web, and once a week there is
an online discussion between
the professor and the students.
Students can also post questions on a discussion board at
any time.
According to Heydari, some
practical computer knowledge
and experience are required for
admission to the program. A
sequence of pre-requisite courses for students lacking a background in computer science is
offered. A large portion of the
program's expenses are covered
by tuition costs.
Heydari said 50 percent of
participants come from government agencies and the rest come
from the information security

industry, although the course is
open to everyone.
"Companies lose billions of
dollars every year, an estimated 57 billion last year, due to
computer crime," Heydari
said. "A hacker can potentially
disrupt the banking system
electric power distribution,
stock market activities, or stc.il
sensitive military information.
So, both government agencies
and private industry need
information security experts to
protect their resources."

i oiiimonwealth Information
Security Center at |MU. The
purpose of the center is "to
facilitate applied research in
information security and build
a bridge between academu,
government and the private
industry," Heydari said. The
center is the only one of its kind
th.it is st.ito sanctioned, according to Eltoweissy
Many other Virginia schools
applied for the grant JMU, the
University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech were the only
three to receive grants; JMU

Growing from a grant

received the highest amount.

In
May,
the
program
received a grant of over $9 million from the state and private
industry in order to establish a

"Our program is
technical program;
positioning itself as
premier universities

a highly
JMU is
ne ol the
in infor-

mation security education and
li." I Irvd.iri Mid
The College of Business

started offering a Master of
Business Administration with a
concentration in Information
Security last war to cover more
managerial .ispevts of the program
InfoSec currently is
developing courses and concentrations for undergraduates
and also is investigating the
idea of creating a doctoral program in InfoSec.
For more information about
this
program
and
the
Commonwealth Information
Security Center, one may attend
I ltoueiss\ s presentation to faculty on CVt. 16 in Taylor Hall
404, or visit tnpw.infosec.imu.edu.

Psychology professor counsels international students
rs)CiiOIMGY. from page t
around their own personal
friend*, they are avoiding
people that might cause
them problems."
Freshman I;ahad Chaffar,
from Pakistan, said, "I received
quite a few e mails from lots of
different organizations saying
things like we shouldn't go out
at night. It made me feel very
foreign.
Everyone
thinks
America is very safe, but what
it's really like and what you
think it's like are two totally

separate things. A whole religion shouldn't be blamed for a
few fundamentalists."
Saadatmand then personally called and talked to all 70
of his international Muslim
students, requesting that
they immediately let him
know if they are harassed as
a result of their religion and
ethnicity. "To this day, I have
not
received
a
call,"
Saadatmand said.
ai Semen? Stephanos
said, "I have not been harassed

at all. But I think upperclassmen
feel safer on campus because
they know what |MU is really
like. Freshmen are still in the
process of fitting in."
Tuna Yemisei, a freshman
from Turkey, said of the attack,
"My parents were worried
about me. But there are nice
people here. I don't think there
will be any problems "
Saadatmand is in charge of
560 international students who
are studying at JMU on visas.
In other words, those who are

Halloween
Birthday
Thank You
Tall Tales
To the Point
Graveyard Scenes
and more

SKE2M

not U.S. citizens.
At JMU, there are no confirmed reports of harrassment
against I S eiti/ens who are
originally from foreign countm-s, according to Sadaatmand.
Director of )MU Police Alan
MacNult said he heard reports
about two cases of discriminatory harrassment, but both turned
out to be unfounded.
A couple days after the
attacks, Saadatmand organized
a meeting for Pakistani students
to voice their concerns and

JteJfJt.
aaav- >

IfT"

«YI

opinions about the attack.
"JMU has one of the best
international programs for
international students in the
country
Saadatmand said.
"We try to become their parents
here. They are provided a host
family in the area to the envy of
American students
Saadatmand said Intern*
Uonal students at JMU tell their
friends how accepting and
warm the people are here, and,
consequently, their friends try to
transfer because their own uni-

Carousel

■ ^■a >fv<.i t, 111 . 1 ■■

i «

Glass & Gifts

Register for Saturday
or beginner classes.

■ vmain unusual.

434-3433
785 F- Market St. Harris* intnir*
Tucs-Sal 10-5 or by appointment

•^4*

We can special order
your favorite colleqe team.

® vr

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

cards where YOU provide the sentiment.

H**'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels

JMU Jg^

make it-take it classes

an eclectic selection of high quality note

\etsjties do not provide the
same friendly, international services that JMU does.
Siadatmand arrived in the
United States after emigrating
from Iran in 1%0. He has been
director of the International
Student/Faculty Programs at
JMU for the past 31 years and
teaches child psychology and
marriage therapy/counseling in
the psychology department.
"I'm proud of being the ser
vant to my international students," Saadatmand said.

Unique hand made gifts

*Jr4"L

University Outpost
Off-Campus Bookstore

SIDEWALK SALE

Parents Weekend Hours:
Friday
11a.m. - 7p.m.
Saturday 10a.m. - 7p.m.
Sunday 10a.m. - 5p.m.

Saturday & Sunday

All Proceeds Donated to the
American Red Cross Liberty
Disaster Relief Fund*
The American Red Crow name u used with Its pomlsstto.
which in no way constitutes an endorsement, express or
implied, of these sponsors

<6

University Outpost
Daify

University

( apNM

Port Republic Rd

432-0287
www.universityoutpost.com
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Amphetamine use can have side effects, experts say
BY JENNIFER SONG

The Chronicle
Rows of skinny Red Bull
Cam sit innocently on a shelf in
the Hry.in Center's Lobby 'Shop
af Duke University.
Red Bull's label advertises it
Mill "energy drink" that claims
to, among other things, improve
performance during stress
increase concentration and
improve reaction speed.
According
to
Sue
I lemingway, an employee in
the store, the carbonated drink
is purchased primarily by students who want to stay up late.
"We sold 15 packs in two days,
and that's a pretty typical rate.

I'm attacking it now because it
is selling so hist.' she aid
Most stimulanti available
over the counter primarily
contain caffeine or closel)
related compounds
Caffeine works b) block
ing receptors for a rteuro
transmitter called ado
This chemical is highly
involved in regulating sleep
activity, so when blocked, the
natural mechanism lor tailing
asleep is diverted. This also
causes a non-tptdfic increase
in brain <uti\it\
Taken in high doses, cafteme
can cause mild taoddty which is
manifested bv tremors and an

Upad rtomacH Although it is
possible to become psvehologii ally dependent on caffeine, trie
substance is not addictive.
itleine has been used
lor the purpose of staying up
for decades," said Cynthia
Kuhn, professor of pharmacology. "There's nothing dangerous about it unless you
really take a lot. With college
students, there's really nothing to worry about."
Researchers are more coni emett however, with the rising
use of more addictive stimulants to stay awake.
Kuhn believes amphetamines such as Ritalin may most

commonly be abused because
they are easy to obtain
Amphetamines
work
specifically on norepinephrine
and dopamine neurotransmitter systems, which, among
other things, maintain alertness. The drug serves to
increase transmitter rtlaaJS
and block re-uptake. The overall effect on the brain is to
increase the level of arousal,
attention and focus.
Stimulants like amphetamines are highly addictive and
have damaging side effects.
"Amphetamine use can cause
damage to the cardiovascular
system and increase aggressive

behavior, irritability and paranoia. This is not a good psychological state to be in." said Dr.
Victor Nadler, professor of
pharmacology
There is little research on the
long term ette.ts ,»t CaMlM
bacauaa it is known to be harm
less. Research on amphetamine
use is harder to conduct because
of its addictiveness
Despite what students
may believe, some raeaarchfS
say that taking stimulants
may not be the most effective
way to study.
Bill Wohlgemuth, assistant
professor in the department of
ps\< hi.iti n and behavioral sci-

ences, said, "The interpretation is that sleep is important
for memory formation to
occur ... Pulling all nighters
and staying up late is not the
best way to study and create
memories. After a period of
studying, it's important to get
sleep to allow a memory consolidation period to occur."
Other scientists believe stimulants can increase arousal to
stay awake, but they will not
enhance learning. "I don't think
|stimulants| have any specific
effect on memory retrieval —
the whole idea is just to increase
alertness so studying can be
more efficient," Nadler said.

Join the Breeze News team!
Contact Richard, Lindsay and James
at the news desk and start writing now! x8-6699 or x8-8041

NYStyU
574-0808

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road
Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond

Sr©R.e. Wlrn PR.ICE.S rWAr
WOu'r MAKE you PASS OVr.

Hours:
'»'<

I I

10-6 Mon-Wed
10-7 Thurs, Fri

■Jewelry gought-Sold-'Traded
Antique and Estate Jewelry
Diamond Merchants
Appraisals d Repairs

9-5 Sat

JAMES MCHONE
jntiifi*

jcsvrlrj

75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA22801-(540)433-1833
email: chiago@ricanet'www.mchoncjewelry.com
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heritage Oaks
(goCf Course
Mow you have the opportunity to play Heritage Oaks during
"'Preview Opening". Heritage Oaks wUX he open Jridays,
Saturdays and Sundays untiC -December 1*. you wilC a£so
receive a S3 discount off the i8 hole green fee of $25 during
preview opening, fee times can Be made 2 weeks in advance
By caCCing 4426502 'Wednesday through Sunday for lee
times. Heritage Oaks is on Qarbers Church Road off "West
Market St (Kt. 33 'West)past Thomas Harrison Middle SchooC

A

IONS Af fUMMINSi U-ftfcK
Open Mon.-Fri. 1-6 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Sundays

To Broadway

To New Market

896-4043
To HarrUonburg

l .3 miles west of Exit 257 off Rt. 259
We Specialize in:

Dine-In or Carry-Out
Cocktails
Catering

•Cantonese
•Szechaun
-Mandarin Cuisine

"The Taste of the Orient"

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:30 a.m.-11 p.m.

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25, Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

China Jade

□I

Exit 247A

T

Ktogcf

JUL
E Marxet S

81University Blvtf—»

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go at 438-9993

1790, #120 E. Market St..
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)
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"Terrorism is a problem.
You will not solve the
problem simply by getling rid of terrorists ..."

11, 20011 THE
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"The goals of this fight are
impossible to achieve, and
no end is in sight."
see house editorial, below

JACQUIK MAUER

junior
see letter, page 12

Finding meaning
in 'America's
New War'
HOUSE

EDIT

October 11. Today marks one month
since thai fateful day that changed United
States history; processing all that's changed
as a result is close to impossible. It is a
dreadful anniversary. It marks a month of
days we've spent watching, reading, listening to news reports since the unfoklini: .«|
events Sept II
Now, reveling in the wake of disaster,
explosions in the sky are anything but celebratory, and recent U.S. military actions
against terrorist forces in the Middle Cist
are anything but well-defined.
Well informed, or simply briefed cm elements of the situation so far, can anyone
really explain what "America's New
War means? Filtered on its way to public consumption, information concerning the situation seems intrinsically
crafted to be easy to swallow and less
threatening than many believe it actually is.
Recent attacks are the first in
President George W. Bush's "war on
terrorism," but even Bush seems at a
loss about how to accomplish this goal.
Apparently, from his speech to
Congress on Sept. 20 and several public
addresses since then, the theme is to
regain a sense of safety and security for
Americans and all who face terrorists
threats and attacks. More recently, his
speech on Oct. 7 discussed the specific
strikes on al Qaeda terrorist training camps
and military installations of the Taliban
regime.
"Today we focus on Afghanistan," Bush
said, "but the battle is broader ... We did
not ask for this mission but we will fulfill it
... We defend not only our precious freedoms, but also the freedom of people
everywhere to live and raise their children
free from fear."
Named Operation F.nduring Freedom,
Bush's goal outlined Sept. 20 urges for not
only a war on al Qaeda and the countries
hiding its leaders, but on all terrorism. "It
will not end until every terrorist group of
global reach has been found, stopped and
defeated." The name of the war, like the
war itself, is vague and unclear.

— 46

Processing all that's
changed as a result is
close to impossible.
-9 9
What does a mission like thai entail?
Violent acts committed by one group
against another one have plagued societies
since the start of civilization, and while
efforts may be more successful, widespread and damaging lately, this is not a
new problem. Like the fight against poverty, against hunger, against racism, the light
against all global terrorism seems limitless.
Like pulling a weed that only grows back,
no destruction of terrorist sects can hope to
destroy the growth of haired forever.
Merely a beginning to what Bush
called a long fignt, these primary attacks
on Afghanistan are a mild start. Realizing
the damage such attacks cause innocent

^hJ&+_i
M f>pncu/P-7

i*kVfe>
civilians, U.S. forces adopted a humanitarian war plan and dropped food and
medical supplies where they were also
dropping missiles.
Questionable at best, these attempts at
"being the nice guy" seem to have the
well-being of the Afghani people at heart,
but while dropping missiles at the same
time, where are we going with this? How
long will we continue humanitarian aid to
war-torn countries when the United States
is not only war-torn and in need of repair,
but also attempting to lead a war requiring
supplies, funds and further repair costs if
we are attacked in retaliation. Long-lasting
and undefined, the goals of this right are
impossible to achieve, and no ena is in
sight.
Joined by an astonishing outpour of
international support and aid, the worldwide response is not difficult to comprehend. With Bush's statement to Congress
addressing the world, "you are either with
us, or you are with the terrorists," what
choice do government's have? Of course
every nation wants to fight terrorism. Who
embraces those who hate, kill and destroy
in attempts to change the world to their
ideals?
So we bomb possible terrorists sects;
other countries join in the efforts to freeze
financial assets of suspected terrorists, to
subpoena and question anyone posing the
threat of terror — but where do we stop?
Is it over when we've wiped out the
Taliban and Osama bin Laden? Not likely,
taking Bush's agenda into consideration.
And what do we do when terrorist sects
are an internal threat like the actions of terrorist Timothy McVeigh in the Oklahoma
City bombing case? If the situation that
'happened in 1995 happened now, would
we now drop missiles in the American
Mid-West because a militia was housing a
terrorist there? There seem to be guidelines
missing, and Bush's broader battle seems
too undefined to be fully understood, supported or protested.
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PETER GELDERLOOS
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student demands end to war
Awash in the recent news
of four United Nntions
humanitarian aid workers
killed bv an American bomb,
we have yet another opportunity to consider the purposes
and effects of "America's
New War" Appropriately, the
bombing in Afghanistan started just before the dawn of
Columbus Day. Within hours,
our television Stations displayed glorified graphics
reading "America Strikes
Back!,' reminding me of "The
Empire Strikes Back" in
George Lucas' "Star Wars"
sextet. The mention of Star
Wars, with our current president, unleashes a new wave
ot
parallels
between
Hollywood and reality that
quickly descends into overwhelming morbidity. And
with CNN.com displaying
interactive maps, mission
folders and weapons profiles,
the like of which I have only
ever seen in computer games,
I wonder if our nation has
really considered just what it
is doing
Our military leaders proclaim the humanitarian .ingle
of the bombing, mentioning
that we have been dropping
35,000 food packages a day.
For the life of me, I cannot see
how these food packages
have any realistic purpose
beyond one of propaganda, to
convince
Afghans
and
Americans of the righteous
ness of our bombs Even
assuming an impossible UM
percent success rate in the
nigh-altitude delivery of
these supplies, (he airdrops
will feed fewer than I) *"» per
cent of the 7.5 million famine
vulnerable Afghanis, and for
just one day .it thai ' * en
before we began killing U.N.
aid workers, the ability of
humanitarian
groups
in
Afghanistan to support the
starving population had been
Ssatly diminished, t.ir from
e extent of what our air
drops might accomplish
hver) lime I hear some
Solittcian claim that we SIC
omblng
Afghanistan for the
benefit1 of the Afghan people,
I remember our similar claims
In Vietnam, where our government overturned an elec
tion on behalf of the I ren» h
colonists, Ihen preceded to
bomb, shoot and starve to
death OVel two million
Vietnamese men, wornm .ind
children, all the while saying
|| was fol their own good
Due in part to America's
war in Vietnam, the entire
Indochina Peninsula, with the
exception "i I hailand, went to
communism, albeit a imuh

more militaristic and dictatorial form of communism than
might have developed had the
situations of their birth been
Mnis brutal Wills similar effect
arise out of our bombing
Afghanistan? Protests in
Pakistan and Indonesia lend
credence to this precedent.
The governments around
Afghanistan, for obvious
political reasons, endorse and
support America's war, at the
express disapproval of the
majority of their people.
Already, this volatile mix,
assuredly to the Taliban's benefit, has spread throughout
neighboring countries. Even
after just a few days of bombing, thousands of Pakistanis
have engaged in running street
battles with police anil military, according to the Oct. 8
edition of the Washington Post.
The fact that the police
responded with live ammunition, killing and wounding
ijuite a few, does not bode well
for the possibility of any peaceful resolution, the Taliban, or
similar tones. BIB) spread
throughout the entire region as
a result of our bombing.

4 6The mention of Star
Wars... unleashes a
new wave of parallels
between Hollywood
and reality...
55
To the north, Tajikistan
still is recovering from a civil
war, with largely religious
motives that left the country
divided. Although a ceasefire was enacted, violence
Intermittently continues. It
will not take much for the situation
to
re-ignite.
U/bekislan, which also slums
a border with Afghanistan,
was rocked by bombings less
than three years ago, and the
military government, which
effet lively lllegalleed religion, stdl operated on guard
againsl local and Taliban
sponsored religious extrem
ists when 1 visited that counts earlier this yeai I low will
we be helping that situation
at all bv increasing our null

tan presence in Utbeklstan?
tccordlna to one of my
friends In Uzbekistan, the
bombings already are stirring
up anti American sentiments

within the population, contrary to media reports about
the' world being united
behind America's crusade.
Aside from having a number
of friends in Tashkent, the
Uzbek capital less than 100
miles from the Afghan border,
I also am vaguely acquainted '
with one of
the
two
Americans being held by the
Taliban, as she went to my
high school. Some would say
that this subjective connection would interfere with my
ability to properly judge
whetfier or not we should be
dropping bombs, but I believe
that if everyone had a friend
in that area of the world, they
would no longer be willing to
declare that this bombing is in
the best interest of those
being bombed.
It people cannot, or will
not, view our actions with a
humanitarian interest, they
still can look at the situation
tactically and come to the
conclusion that war is not the
answer. The Soviet Union
bombed Afghanistan for 10
years, losing tens of thousands of soldiers, killing tens
of thousands of innocent
civilians, and doing nothing
but strengthening the Taliban
With the current political climate as it is, our war on
Afghanistan may only spread
the Taliban, or similar regimes, to
Pakistan. Indonesia, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan,
and it will do this with great
cost to human life, American
soldiers Included
There is yet another reason
to oppose this war It seems
that the American freedoms
we say we are defending have
been the war's first casualties.
Electronic communications
have lost whatever small
measure of privacy they once
enjoyed; political dissidents
are being called treasonous by
many high-ranking members
of the government; Tom
Ridge, was appointed to the
new
Homeland
Defense
Council, which seems to be an
institution that may mirror
the "Red Squads" C*i the 1950s
and political activists are
being labeled "terroi ists
under the FBI's new descriptions (which would have
included Martin Luther King
Jr., or even main ot our
Founding Fathers if'they were
still around).
In the interests ot ours,his.
our freedoms and all the peo
pie of the world, we must
demand an end to this w ar
Peter Gelderlooi is s tophomore English mil/or pmrficiMf;»iv,' in a hunger ttrikt to protest
the msr
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JAPANESE STtAKHOUSE

• SUSHI
•SPECIALTY
• DRINKS

• SAMSIIIMI
• SPORTS BAR

OUR EXFERT KYOTO CHEFS PREPARE,
FROM APPETIZER TO ENTREE,
YOUR DEUCIOUS DINNER AT AUTHENTIC
TEPPAN YAM TABLES.

• KIDS Ml \U
•TEMPURA
• HPWLS1
ENTREES

• MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
• NFL SUNDAY

540.574 A901
829 E. MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG, VA
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we throw all kinds of

H I C O

[obstacles] at you,
tuition isn't one of them.
Sure.

M'II

have you climbing walls But if you quality for

U L D W O R

a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't
have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
lag upon your future

ARMY ROIC Unlike any other college course

TOO

can take.

Gel what you deserve!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633
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Simply The Best .
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community.
offers the latest designs in student housing floor plansl
Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome
style units—not apartments or condominiums.
1

•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450sqft
•Microwave

Dishwasher
■ Disposal
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marketing assistants, member services assistants.

Betty Crocket's

The

Best Christmas
Cookbook

Earth

BEDB1 - 'i

' ■■'.

|hoidio«B ulnl '2I.95I

Our Price s6.50

Pack
(■efnl'40 00)

Today thru Oct 21
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

J
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pr»Aqe

ioxhill
lownhomes

America's
Historic Plates
Only 6.50

Images of

Only 7.00

(hmdcovu retail $501

Large selections of religion,
Ametitan & world history,
literature, computer books,
science & nature, music
history, travel, reference,
audio books, health & selfhelp, cooking, gardening,
business, education, political
science, economics, art,
philosophy, gift books, and

Rock & Roll
Only* 10.00
Duty Faithfully Performed
Robert I. Lee I His Crltks
soflcover retail SI 8.95)

Our Prite: $5.00

Thousands of
Children's Books
(pcewhool thiu young adult)

Now signing leases for fall 2002
Come check out one of the newest, largest.
and best off campus housing available at JMU!

9 a.m.- 5 p.m. M-F
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Rolling Stone

Jhc tonaiiage of American
Nationhood

Plus...
MAIN LEVEL

Daily

Guide to

| PANTRY -' !-.-■.' .

Jefferson's Impire

UPPER LEVEL

9AM-7PM

National
Geographk

SHOE-

■

«§£*•
CHRISTMAS

Only sl 0.00

REDS! <M

UVEiQ.'

up

500,000 New
Books
60%-90% off retail

r

14

C

applications can be picked
and returned to the
urec welcome center
deadline is oct.22

• Refrig. with ice maker
• On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
• Picnic areas

•Storage
•Ethernet Hookups

B

lifeguards, adventure (rip leaders, fitness instructors,

• Range

•Washer/dryer

Hi : :<

T

Green Valley

(Quantities limited;

arrive wily lot best selection.)
totaled between Harrrsonbuig &
Slounlon Take 1-81 to exit 240; turn
eosl on ltd 682 S watch loi the sijm

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

Office
627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-5525

2 192 Green Vailey In., Ml. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099
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ETTERS
nstrator explains
[reasons behind protest
"In tin- Editor:
Alter watching New York
City Mayor Rudy Giuliani
on "I .irry King Live," I felt a
need to address my position
of standing strongly against
war. Giuliani stated that he
and President George W.
Bush also want peace but
that they h.ive a more
mature understanding of
how to achieve it. He said
that you do not gain peace
by waving peace signs and
singing songs.
1 am very offended that he
would think that those of us
who do participate in propeace demonstrations actually think that that is how you
create peace. 1 was one of the
people on the cover of The
Breeze last Monday that participated in the and war
demonstration in Washington,
IXC We listened to people
from around the world speak
about the political, social and
religious aspects of this issue.
Most of us followed world
issues before Sept. 11. We are
not ignorant. Part of the reason we demonstrate is to let
people know that if they feel
the same way, they have no
reason to think they are
alone. Another reason is to
send the message that Ihffl
are alternatives to war.
I will admit that I do not
have an absolute solution for
this problem. 1 believe that
what wc face needs to be
addressed from many different angles, by many different
qualified people, including
those not in our government.

TO

We need to find who is
responsible for the pain
inflicted upon our country
and bring them to justice.
This should be done through
an international law process.
Terrorism is a problem. You
will not solve the problem
simply by getting rid of terrorists or disseminating their
infrastructures.
The United States is not
innocent when it comes to
the crime of terrorism. Until
we stop giving other people
in the world reasons to harbor ill feelings toward us, it
is wrong to declare war on
anyone wc suspect to be a
terrorist. It is time we look
internally to past deeds of
our own government. Our
foreign policy is in need of
some serious reform. I know
it is a difficult thing to do,
but real solutions are never
quick and easy. If they were,
they would merely be quick
fixes. That is what I consider
war,: a quick (relatively
speaking) fix to a complex
problem.
There are many countries
around the world that experience terrorism weekly.
What if every one of those
countries were so arrogant to
say that they declared war on
terrorism? The entire world
would be at war. Many countries would have declared
war on the United States
long ago. You do not .gain
Eeace through war, that is the
ottom line. To me it is an
issue of doing what is right. I
believe in doing the right
thing even when I have been
wronged.
Jacquie Mauer
junior, sociology

"My Britney
Spears parly
mix because I'm
a slave for Iter."

Marc Choi
sophomore, art
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Darts

Student feels holiday
deserves recognition
To the Editor.
As a senior at JMU, I have sat
through classes on Columbus
Day for four straight years. As an
ItaUan-American, this has greatly troubled me. How is it that a
fellow Italian found my country
(Christopher Columbus), and
my country was named after an
Italian (Amerigo Vespucci), yet I
can't have a day off from classes,
especially during this time of
incredible patriotism, to honor
the founding of our great country. It was downright hurtful to
try and sit through class on
Columbus Ifey, when all I could
think about was how my fellow
New Yorkers back home were
uniting and marching in
Manhattan in the Columbus
Day parade, showing the rest of
the world we still are united.
People who know me know
that I am not racist. But how is
it we can get off from classes on
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, a
day that African-Americans
lead our country in celebration
of freedom, but we can't get off
from classes for a day to honor
the Italians who founded and
named our nation. What King
did was a great thing for our
nation and our peoples.
However, our nation would not
exist as it does today had
Columbus not braved the
Atlantic Ocean. It is my hope
that some group of students,
Italian-American or not, will
join me in speaking up to our
administration about this
upsetting repeat occurrence at
JMU.
Michael VonSalzen
senior, economics

Dans «* Puts are submitted anonymously
and primed on a space-available basis.
Submissiims are based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily re/led the truth.

Pat...

Dart...
A "leam-to-teach" dart to all the professors who enforce attendance policies
for their classes
From a senior ioho knows from experience lltat only bad professors need to force
their students to attend their classes.

A "thank-you-so-much" pat to the nice
boy in the yellow shirt who picked up the
package I unknowingly dropped out of
my bag and hand-delivered it to me on
the Quad.
From a very grateful girl who is glad you
Cup out of your cozy spot in the sun to help
out.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for being-so-forgiving" pat
to the guy who sat next to me in government Tuesday after 1 spilled Mountain
Dew all over him and his notes.
Sent in by a very embarrassed sophomore
who is extremely sorry and vows never to
drink out of those paper cups from the vending machines in class ever again.

A "you-need-toshut-your-mouth" dart
to the senior who wrote in regarding the
killed puppy.
Sent in by a sibling of the puppy owner wtio
thinks that if you knew tlie situation, you
leauldn't have said anything at all.

Dart...

Pat...

A "stop-being-so-selfish" dart lo all
of the students who use the Inner
Campus I bus to go back to their dorms
during peak class times.

A "way-to-be-Superman" pat to the guy
who reopened the overly crowded bus
door to disengage my projecting backpack,
right before the bus was to take off.

Sent by a student who thinks you should
wait for a later bus and save the seats for people who need to get to class on time.

Sent in by a freshman H<to> ncno will try to
tnwid the urge to squeeze into a packed bus
because the doors could end up closing on half of
her body

"Blink 182's
Take Off Your
Pants
and
Jacket."

"Ani DiFranco's
Reckoning and
Reveling."

"Spin Doctors'
Pocket Full of
Kryptonite, the
most underrated
album of all time."

Steve Paugh
junior, English

Pats

E-mail darts and pats to hrcc/cdpO? hot mail, com

BRENNA BMLEtlmtfphniofraphrr

Rebecca Berlin

Scott King

freshman, musical theater

sophomore. SMAD

Topic: What CD is in your CD player right now?

Parents Weekend
^^7PT]T5T£T7^3^
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
RECEPTION

starting soon!
Study for the LSAT on the JMU campus!

Saturday, October 13
9:30-11:00 a.m.
Hillcrest House Porch
Speak with the Office of International
Programs staff regarding overseas
academic options!
Light breakfast served.
For more information, contact International Programs at
568-6419, internaational@jmu.edu,
www.jmu.edu/international

LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•T«»t narnai *• H(IIIM0 Uadamarki e* th»<r r»»p«cl"

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.
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JIN PARK

Student scared of terrorist retaliation challenges Kim column
For the first time, I was
ashamed to be called a JML' stur
dent. I was so disappointed to
read Dave Kim's editorial in the
Oct 8 edition of TV Breeze that if
he hadn't done so already, I
wanted to peel off whatever
JMU decals and stickers I could
find on his car because I wanted
to disassociate myself from him
as much as possible.
I found his tone condescending, calling the protesters "misguided souls" who
"have not thought about their
beliefs and philosophies."
Does Kim personally know
these people or is he calling
them "misguided" simply
because they do not share his
belief1 What ground does he
have to accuse them of not
having put im thoughts into
their beliefs and philosophies'
Kim also xt-ms \ erv pu/zled
Ih.it ,i protest sponsored by the
Anti-Capitalist Convergence
changed its focus from anti CU>
ttaUsm to anti-war b the desire
for peaee ami stability limited
only to capitalists7 Is it bedim

they're anarchists? Anarchy simply means the absence of government and hierarchy, not freefor-all violence. It's doubtful that
peace and stability can exist in
anarchy, but it's wrong to
assume all anarchists are violent.
Is Kim so close-minded that it is
beyond his scope of imagination
to believe that the pi
thought, "We don't hkewar,and
war might happen soon. We're
already here so let's protest
war."
Kim also called these protesters hypocrites because a fewgot arrested 1 was shocked that
someone with enough education to get into JMU would be
so ignorant of past peaceful
demonstrations that turned violent at little fault of the protesters. We have all seen clips or
pictures, or at least learned of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s peaceful protests that turned to violence.
Many
AfricanAmericans
were
beaten,
mauled by dogs, arrested and
harassed by the police. Would
Kim call them hypocrites as

well? Were they an embarrassment to African-Americans?
Furthermore, he claims that
these protesters were insensitive
to the security needs and somehow uses that to accuse them of
being insensitive to the victims.
One has nothing to do with the
other. Blocking funeral processions would be insensitive, but
how would that threaten security? Threatening security would
be dangerous, but how is that
insensitive to the grief of the victim's families? If the protests are
insensitive, when is it a good
time to protest? Are all those
who disagree with President
George W. Bush expected to
wait until the rubble clears and
all wounds heal before they
voice their opinion? If one follows that theory, now is the perfect time to oppose the
Revolutionary War.
lunior Jenny Schockemoehl,
the Progressive Coalition member Kim quoted, is right; Bush's
restriction was a restraint on our
liberties. 1 understand that,
given what is going on, such

restraints are valid and justified
for security purposes, but it is
still a restraint. Am I the only
person concerned that we, as a
nation, are willingly giving up
the very freedom that we claim
to be fighting for in order to fight
terrorists? We actually are supporting invasions of our privacy
and the abandonment of some
of our Constitutional rights.
They call it Operation Enduring
Freedom, but after it's all over,
what freedom will endure? We
pride ourselves in our liberties
and rights and yet in order to
defend our pride, we seem to be
giving them up. Maybe Kim forgot what he learned in history
class, that the leaders the United
States despised —Hitler, Stalin,
Lenin, Musolini, the Taliban —
all came to power during times
of crisis. During troubling times,
when we are scared, confused,
tired and emasculated, it is normal to rum to the government
for a quick fix. When we are vulnerable, we need to stay vigilant
about our rights, even if it causes
trouble, even if it's bring, even if

we are scared Think how differently the world would have
turned out if people, during
troubling times, had said, "Yes,
we are tired and scared. Yes, I
feel powerless and weak, but
let's think about pur options and
consequences before settling for
the first thing that sounds
good." I am certainly not accusing the U.S. government or the
president of any ill intentions,
but it is wrong to assume that
the government knows best and
that government will do no
wrong. In times of crisis, we
need to unite and we need to
support the government but
only after questioning it.
I am scared. I am scared of
terrorist retaliation. I am scared
of biological warfare. 1 am
scared for my friends who
might be called into action. I am
scared for all my Middle Eastern
friends. I am scared of my economic future, and I am scared of
my sister's daily commute to
Washington, DC. The government's promise sounds really
good right now, but a quick res-
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ANNOUNCEMENT

olution isn't always the best resolution. I don't know enough
about the facts to either support
or criticize President Bush's
actions and until I do, I refuse to
blindly support him.
Kim closes his editorial by
expressing his disappointment
with The Breeze for making the
protest a front-page story. I don't
understand why he finds it
embarrassing. I've yet to have
any of my friends from different
schools contact me and say,
"Hey, heard about those few students who went to a riot. Man,
what kind of school do you go
to?" Kim says "people will hear
us and read about us all over
the world." Given what's going
on at the moment, I doubt the
fact that a few college students
attended a protest will interest
CNN. If JMU has anything to
be ashamed of, it would be the
fact that it failed to instill civic
duty and the need for understanding to some of its students.
Jin Park is a senior economics
major
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STAY
CONNECTED

WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS

IN 20
STATES.

Keep in touch with everyone. Anytime. Day or night.

SunCom's 20 Superstates
Free nationwide long distance
Free roaming in our Superstates
Free digital PCS phone
included on select service plans*
A MITSUBISHI

Plans with Anytime Minutes
starting as low as $30**

T300

ART

we get it:

SunCom

1-aTT-CALL SUM

umrHNAWwninhmiil

This offer won't last forever. Visit your SunCom store today.

Looking for a way to get Involved on
campus? Do you like working with lots of
different people? Apply now to be a

Resident Adviser!
The Office of Residence Life has immediate opportunities for
caring, creative, intelligent students who are interested in
developing residence hall communities that are academicalli
and socially stimulating We are hiring for two immediate
vacancies, and will collect applications for future vacancies.
Applications are
now available in
A101 Huffman Hall
Office of Residence Life,
and will b,e reviewed
upon submission.
Require DOTS
.,
• 2 0 C'lfTK l itivo GPA
• posit 'c attitude
• have livid in a residence hall (or ot least one semostci
• "Wing to nave fun white accomplishing pb responsibilities

V
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Have you taken a public-speaking class yet? You'll love it! If you're
already used to being in front of a crowd, you'll get even better. You'll amaze family
and frieirtis. win awards and convince people to do what vou want. This year's gonna
be fun!

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
MT
Today is an 8 - You and a very
*B|^M* important person in your lire
j need to have a long talk, perhaps
over lunch. Pick a nice place, but
make sure it's not too crowded. You may
want to discuss a delicate topic, so you'll
nerd some privacy.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^■ki Today is a 6 - Get organized at
«K»"i" As von go through the
v-W papers and receipts, you could
find something valu.iblr
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - You're learning
1
even more quickly than usual.
:You're making a great impres$> * rion on a person you admire.
Keep studying'
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - With |u-l a little
extra push, you'll be over the
top. II might not be that difficult.
Use your positive attitude to
close the deal. Make it seem like the most
natural thing in the world.

£Tfo Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
^L Today is an 8 - If you give your
support to a strong leader, you'll
be hitching a ride to success. You always
do best when you have a good partner.
but now you might find you have two 0M for work and one for your private
life.
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21)
b *j Today is a 6 - You do well as the
| power behind the throne, not the
person in the spotlight. Besides,
someone else wants the spotlight
as you've no doubt noticed.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
_
Today is an 8 • Concepts that were
a^wC difficult to understand or express
^-b earlier this week are now easier.
so get the message out. And get
yourself out for some exercise.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
gr_
Today is a 5 - Minimize distrac"f^ tions while you're dividing up
r^fcs the money, rhere will be enough
to go around. There's even
enough to hide away for later, to make
your future more secure.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ >* Today is an 8 - If you say the
'*!/
same thing oxer and over again,
^eventually people will hear it.
When they do. they'll think
you're saying it for the first time. This
could soon happen again.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*; %Jg Today is a 6 - The money you've
'I-'MTI been promised should finally
^P^ come. Changes to vou: schedule
■^^^ can be annoying if somebody
else is making them, but you can adjust.
After all, it almost Friday, and the mum
is going into your sign. You can do what
you want this weekend!

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a^fi
Today is a 7 - You'll do best now
^F with the help of a good partner.
j|^\ That way, you won't have to
know everything Find a partner
who fills in your gaps.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
_<
Today is a 6 • You're one of the
(K.%) mosl fienerous people in the
^*# world with both your time and
money, but that doesn't mean
you have to do everything you're asked.
than words.

ACROSS
1 Irritating one
5 Replace a
stopper
11 Spent wood
14 Dramatist Henley
15 Put behind bars
16 Pi follower
17 Pronounce
indistinctly
18 Thespians'
pseudonyms
20 Tidal situation
22 Letters tor 1051
23 Bangkok man
24 San
, Texas
26 French pronoun
27 Ripped
28 Applying painl
crudely
30 "Das bed von der
Erde" composer
32 European volcano

33 Carbonaled water
36 Essentials .
37 Auto race
courses
40 Higher of two
43 Leave text as is
44 Plenty
48 Mate of a very
showy bird
50 Endurance
52 Delhi dress

53 Hole maker
56 Leveled
57
58
59
60
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

1
2
3
4
5

Jogging pace
Luau dish
Spouse
Presley hit
McKinley and
Cantor
PGA peg
First-bom
Stubborn beast
Asnerand
McMahon
Shoots wide
Fencer's sword
DOWN
Network ol "Nova"
Snakelike Hi
Hand-held
shocker
Triples
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

6 Way in abbr.
7 Con-man's tricks
8 First ship on the
moon
9 Generation-based
bias
10 Ex-QBDawson
11 Sleeve opening
12 Did some wool
gathering?
13 Stocking
merchants
19 Simultaneously
21 MacGrawof
"Love Story"
24 Lemon drink
25 ACote
29 Takes oft
31 Even one
34 Banned
insecticide

35 Inspires
reverence
38 Cursor starter?
39 Tries
40 Most of New
Msrk?
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41 Formed beads
42 Conditional
releases
45 In a row

46 Smallest bill
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Ms. Gardner
Tiger on the tee?
Preferences
Skirt edge
Play tor a tool
Pub preference
Get the picture

—Tribune Media Services
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THURSDAYS
* Ladies in FREE all night

* Guys NO cover before 10!

FREE RED BULL until 11
Is now "open mic" night hosted by
Brad Tursi of Ki: Theory

Focus
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Beans*:
in the
'Burg
For many JMU students, coffee is a
way of life and Harrisonburg can
meet the need for caffeine.
STORY BY CONRTIBUTING WRITER LISA MARIETTA
ART BY CONTRIBUTING ARTIST ERIN HENRY
PHOTOS BY STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER DAVE KIM
For some college students,
there is a beverage that
can lead to a bitters wivt
relationship. The stereotypical
image of a Hispanic man and
his donkey standing on a
grassy knoll that is associated
with the smell of Columhia
captured in a cheap, round, red
tin. The reconnections of self
and others at the local pop-culture joint thai larva this IWWJ
delicacy. It is the source of
energy that keeps one going
during a restless night or
painfully early morning. The
drink of so many names and
experiences: coffee.
For some, coffee is a decadent reward, and for others, the
bitter bean that causes head
rushes, and hot flashes, in
Harrisonburg one can only
wonder where to go for good
conversation, great service and
the ultimate bfvmgi
For starters, students don't
have lo venture far for a cup o'
joe. JMU's campus offers Taylor
Down Under and two Java
Cities to meet one's quick tiv
Sophomore Ryan Segim
said, "I enjoy TDL' bcc«m it
encompasses a laid hat k. lax
atmosphere where I can hang
out and get homework accomplished. The colorful couches
and pool hall add to the
ambiance that makes TDU the

designated hang out spot As
for coffee, 1 would consider
w\ M It ■ social drinker, but I
have been known to indulge in
.i French vanilla cappuccino
even1 once in a while."
Junior Lauren Featherstone. a
past associate of TDU, said,
"People come to TDU for all different reasons, but for food and
drink, the most popular chokes
are the flavored coffees, mochas
and bagels- Personally when I
want a great cup of coffee, I go for
the traditional fresh ground mast."

-44I love the friendly
service at Joe Muggs.
PluSj it's a great
hangout.
— Kelly Stannard

\ophomore

5?
Iaykw Down Under serves several different purposes if s .i >;a-.it
pLxeto mUl trvixls Like a catnap,
nave breakfast«>r seek inh vmahon
from Off-Campus Life.
I he I r..i ( it\ MI Market ( h*
is a popular place for students
In sti ip (i»r coffee and bageLs
.in.1 their w.i\ to class

If one happens to be on the
opposite end of campus; the
other |ava City, located in
College Center on the lower
level of the Festival, can also
nieel the need (or caffeine
Freshman Isaac Hutchison
said, "|ava City is convenient
in relation to where 1 live. The
employees are fast-serving and
helpful, which is critical
because they will work with
me towards a quality drink
selection. Personally, I recommend the iced coffee drinks
like the caramel mocha j.i\ a
frio. It's incredibly sweet and
topped with cold whipped
cream."
I.n | ( itv recommends trying the tuxedo, "A creamy, icy
cold layer of white chocolate
combined with dark chocolate
and a hint of Hspress< ■
For non-coffee drinkers,
there are plenty of other sweet
tasting sensations such .is the
flavored steamer apple cider
and the popular chai tea, that, it
made correctly, taunts the taste
buds with the flavor of pumpkin pie
If on the go, late for class or
suttenng from empty pockets,
there .ia' vending machines
strategically placed around campus.
In the morning, one can usually witness the bodies of stu-

dents congregating around coffee machines located in Wilson
Hall, Miller Hall, Warren Hall,
ISAT and just about any other
basement in one of the multitude ot buildings
"If vou don't have time in
the morning to brew a cup, if
you hate lines and would
rather burn $3 on something
else, then the vending
machine is just the way to go,"
junior Chi Park said. "A cappuccino is a little too trendy
for my taste, but if I peruse the
machines, then 1 don't mind
spending a few cents on an
I nglish toffee."
Those with cars, a bus
schedule or two legs might
want to explore the flavors of
the Burg B<x>ks-A-Million is an
lOtlon. This store is home to
heaps of books and a little cafe
called Joe Muggs Coffee.
Featherstone said, "1 used to
frequently go to |oe Muggs to
studv and have a cup of coffee,
but as 1 continued to go, I
noticed more and more people
shared my idea. Now I will see
tons ot familiar faces and its |ust
too distr.n-ting to study there.
However, it's fun to converse
with friends and 1 recommend

the oooftdts/1

Joe Muggs tends lo get a little crowded on weeknights, but
there are plenty of tables tor

studying purposes.
Sophomore Kelly Stannard,
who worked at a coffee house
for two years, said, "1 love the
friendly service at |oe Muggs.
Plus, it's a great hangout."

-66Coffee places provide a
great way to meet
people and drink
quality stuff.
— Chris Williamson
sophomore

-99
If downtown, the Artful
Dodger is an an alternative,
retro place to check out This
digital cafe has a vintage spin
and a reputation of over 31 rich
and lavish beverages. For the
hipster, artist or poet at heart,
the Dodger satisfies creative
needs and often hosts local
bands ot all genres
The artwork sends strong
social messages from all decades,
and if one prefers not to converse, then1 are pknty of books
and games to choose from.
Ashle}' Dofner, an Artful
Dodger empkiyee, said, "The
most popular drinks ordered

would have to be the caramel
mocha, the peppermint patty, hot
chocolate and cnai tea."
The Artful Dodger has
served up gourmet blends since
1997.
"Although this is only my
third time to The Dodger, I really
enjoy the mint mocha because it
has a great aftertaste," sophomore Jessica Wince said. "The
artwork here is really interesting
to observe, and if you are into
deep conversation, then this is
definitely the place to be."
Whether one goes to fulfill a
craving or (ust to enjoy the company of amicabk' spirits, no cafe
should be a disappointment.
There are numerous reasons to
spend time at a coffeehouse, and if
one has never experienced this
cultural ntu.il, dlen ihea' is still
time.
Sophomore Chris Williamson
said, "Coffee places provide a
great way to meet people and
drink qualify stuff Maybe people our age drink coffee because
they can't go to the bars yet. but
if s a classic social activity to
unwind and truly get to know
someone It's the one activity
where il is oka\ to-fat the cliched
college student."
for the coffee i razed, il is a
must to know the hot spots and
the hot pots of where to get the
finest cup of joe.

WHERE TO GO FOR A GOOD CUP OF JOE:
TDU Coffee Bar
Mon.-Thu. — 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Fri. — 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Suggestion: iced mocha
Open-mic night: Tue. — 8 to 10 p.m.

Artful Dodger (47 Court Square)
Sun.-Thur. — 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. — 9 a.m. to 12 a.m.
432-1179
For dinner delivery service: 438-9993
Suggestion: chai tea

Java City (College Center)
Sun. — 4 to 8 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. — 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Suggestion: caramel mocha Java frio

Joe Muggs Coffee (Books-A-Million)
Mon.-Sat. — 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sun. — 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
574-4490
Suggestion: fresh ground roast
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1^ Fall £J$
Seruice
Fair
When: October 15, 2001
Where: PC Ballroom

Are you interested in
studying abroad in Latin America?

If so, come to one of two informational open houses
regarding a new,
9-credit JMU-sponsored summer program

JMU in Buenos Aires

Time: 10:00am-3:00pm

Come learn about the many local,
regional, and national service
opportunities available for volunteer
and full-time post graduation
experiences.

Thursday
October 11,2001
from 4-5pm and from 5-6pm
in

Taylor Hall, room 302

Example agencies in attendance:
Peace Corps and AmeriCorps
Tor more information, pCease contact:
Community Service-Learning,
WiCson 204
•Phone: 568-6366
www A mu.e du/c s f
cs(@'jmu.edu
*

For further information,
visit the program website at
h[lp:','www.imu.edu/polisci/bios.-blakc;bsas20Q2/
OR contact the program director,
Dr. Chris Blake, at blakech@jmu.edu

*

Find a Breeze
near you
On-campus

r.

Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop
Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hi Merest House

Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall
Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall

Taylor Hall
Theatre 11
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall
Wilson Hall
Zanc Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Farmer Jack

Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's
Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbors Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.

THURSDAY, OCT.

Dynamic dramatic duo
"'A Fair Country" and "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown" compose
the current JMU theater scene.

11, 2(K)1 I THE

"Our band is about helping,
not about the fame or the
glory."
CHRIS BRUNO

sophomore

Pages 18, 19

Parent's
Weekend
A .guide to festive family fun
Bi DANIELLE MAUPAI
Contributing writer
Parents manage to entertain
their children for the first 18
years of their lives, so why is it
that finding something to do for
the three-day span of Parent's
Weekend seems like such a challenge? Maybe students |ust
.iifii t aware of all the possihili
ties the weekend has to offer.
Take a look at all the options.
and rest assured that the new
dilemma may be how to choose
between them.
DINING
The Godwin Field Festival,
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m., includes music, a variety of JMU merchandise and,
of course, food. Pre-ordered
tickets for Parents Weekend
events may be picked up at
the festival.
Anyone who has tried to eat
at a local restaurant during
Parent's Weekend knows to
arrive nice and early to stand in
line. For those who already
made reservations, Gibbons
Hall will hold a picnic on the
commons Saturday before the
football game, boasting a tailgate party menu of Shenandoah
chicken and various grill items.
Gibbons Hall also hosts a gala
dinner Saturday night. Seats
still are available for the 7 p.m.
meal at $18.95 per person.
Reservation forms are available
on the Parent's Weekend Web
site, unvw.jmu.edu/parents/parentsweekend.html
The Parent's Weekend site
also lists information about the
hours of dining facilities and
any special menus like
Sunday's free continental breakfast at PC Dukes from 9 a.m. to

1 p.m. and Great Deal Brunch at
Gibbons Hall from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., $6.25 per person.
SPORTS
Saturday's football game is
one of the best ways to share
the college experience with
parents. The Dukes take on the
Spiders of the University of
Richmond at 1:30 p.m. at
Bridge-forth Stadium. Arrive
early to watch the Marching
Royal Dukes perform at the
1:10 p.m. pre-game show and
again at halftime. [MU Student
Ambassadors also will present
the Outstanding Parent Award.
All seating is reserved, so if you
still haven't gotten tickets, better hope your mom did,
because the game is sold out.
Both the men's and women's
soccer teams have home games
00 SatUfday The men's team
takes on Alabama A&M
University at 4:30 p.m. at the
Reservoir Street field and the
Women's team challenges the
University of Virginia at 7:30
p.m. General tickets cost $5, S3
for children and senior citizens
and are free for JAC holders.
The volleyball team faces
Georgetown University in
Godwin Hall Sunday at 4
p.m., free.
THEATER AND ART
To show parents the more
artistic side of JMU, attend one
of the School of Theatre and
Dance's current productions. At
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, "A
Fair Country," will run through
Saturday. The play, written by
Jon Robin Baitz and directed by
theater professor Tom King,
focuses on family tragedy set

see story below

Fashion
challenges
13ISATURDAY
CanoeTripontheShenandMRtver

I .an to ran

Zeta Tau Alpha 5K fof the Susan G. Komm Breast Cancer Foundation 9 a.m. Godwin Ml
UR£Ci X-treme Team Open Rock Clmb 9 a.m. to noon
Edith J Carrier Arboretum Tour 9 a.m.
(MRtld Festal 9imtsip.ni.
Annual Carrier Library Book Sate 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Carrier library Patio
Gibbons nail PKTDC on the cornmons
Football vs U. of Richmond 1:10 p.m at Brid^forth Stadium
Men's Soccer n Alabama Ai» 4:30p.m. at Reservoir Street Field S5 public, Si seniors h IdrJs
Contemporary Gospel Singers 4:50 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. Wilson Hall No tickets necessary
Gibbers Hall Gala Dinner 7 p.m Slt.9Sperperson
Women's Soccer vsU.ofVirjima 7:)0p.m. at Reservoir Street Field SSpubbc, S3 seniors Skids
"A Fair Country" ! p.m. (Through Saturday) Utimer-Shaeffer Theatre SI, 56 with JAC Card
'Music of Broadway' (p.m. Convo $10
Ibu're a Good Man. Charlie Brown' 8 p.m. (Through Saturday! Theatre»on South Main St. Si

14 SUNDAY
Cononental Breakfast at P1 C Dukes

9a.mto1p.rf.

FREE

Edith J. Carrier Arboretum lour 9 a.m.
Semper FioWis Society Toys Fa TbtsSK 9:30 a.m. C-1 Parking Lot
Brunch at Gibbons Hail Mui.to2p.iiL St.25 per person
JMU Fidty Art Exhibit 1:30p.m. to4:30p.m.
ACappeUaThon Concert 2 p.m. Wilson Hall
I vs Georgetown U.

4p.m.

Duke Halls SawNl Gallery
S2 at door

FREE

ALL WEEKEND
fOutdcor Sriftu-e Imrjtwia. MtDdc
Zirkle House Student Galleries on South Main St. will be com with Student Work
Each college department as well as other programs will be holding academic receptm and tours

FORMOREINFO
against an international backdrop. The performances begin
at 8 p.m. and tickets are S8 or S6
with JAC.
Al Theatre II. on South
Main Street, "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown" plays
through Saturday. This musical, about a day in the life of
Charlie Brown, is especially

Parent's Weekend Hotline

X8-3190

rvww./mu. ec*jy)>are'ifs^)arenfsvvee*cenc/. hftn/
suitable for younger siblings.
Ticket sales begin at the door at
6 p.m., and performances
begin at 8 p.m. Tickets cost 55.
For any questions about theater productions, call x8-7000.
If your folks are art lovers,
make sure to stop by one of this
weekend's exhibits. The JMU
Art Faculty Exhibit is in Duke

Hall's Sawhill Gallery, room
101, Friday from 10:30 a.m. to
4 30 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. All weekend the Outdoor
Sculpture Invitational in front of
Duke Hall displays works by
four nationally known artists.
The Zirkle House student
see WEEKEND, page 21

Raising voices, raising funds
BY CAROLINE CONTI

LYDIA POWERS/rm/nfwnnff phmngmphrr
Georgia Avenue guitarist and vocalist rocks and members of
the Overtones harmonize to help raise money for the Susan Q.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation at a benefit concert In
Wilson Hall Monday.

contributing writer
Musical
voices
filled
Wilson hall Monday night ,il ■
Benefit Concert that raised
over $1,200 for Breast Canon
Awareness Month
The concert is the second
event in a nearly two-week long
I met cancer education effort.
( 0 sponsored by /eta Tau
Alpha sorority, the IMveratt)
I'rogr.im It,,ml and the
University Heallh Center, the
concert featured a cappella
groups such as the Overtones,
Note-Oriely, Exit 245 and the
Blues Tones and rock band
Georgia Avenue.
Junior Courtney Sullivan.
ZTA's coordinalor of the event,
said she hoped the concert and
the week's events will promote
education of breast cancer and
raise as much money as possible
for the Susan Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation.
According to the Web site
wuw.Komen.org, 90 percent of
the foundation's net revenue
goes to the research, education, screening and treatment
of breast cancer. Sullivan said
all the bands were eager to
volunteer to help support the
foundation.
The Overtones opened the
show
with
a
stunning
Aerosmith medley featuring
sound bites from songs such as

"Crazy" and "Janie's Got a
Gun." The crowd also enthusiastically responsed to
the
group's rendition of "Get on
Your Feel" Overtones member
and senior Bethany Gillan said,
"As a group on campus,
whether male or female, it is our
responsibility and obligation to
work for something bigger."

Note-Oriety said, "As a
woman, breast cancer effects
me and thousands more people. It's great that my sorority
is doinj; such a good thing for
this cause."
The Blues Tones' rendition of
Whitesnake's "Here I Go
Again" displayed (heir striking
voices in full effect and got the
crowd cheering.
Despite sound problems,
-6 6Georgia Avenue got the
of the crowd on
// is our responsibility remainder
their feet with a song from
and obligation to work their new album. The Streets of
Divided, Guitarist sophomore
for something bigger. Chris Bruno spoke of his personal desire to support the
— Bethany Gilian cause. "Our band is about
Overtones member, senior helping, not about the fame or
the glory. We want to give
something back to our school
and the cause," he said.
Freshman Lindsay Smith
Exit 245, was a definite said, "I came to see Georgia
crowd pleaser. The crowd Avenue, but I was really
screamed during its rendi- impressed with the a cappella
tion
of Black
Hawk's groups too. I am just happy to
"Goodbye Says it Al) " support breast cancer awareFounding member Jason ness any way I can."
Mannix spoke to the crowd.
The Benefit Concert began a
"Some of the most rewarding series of events to raise money
parts of music are the fans for the Komen Foundation,
and the hard work, but if we including a 5K walk this weekcan make a difference, it real- end. Throughout the week, ZTA
ly says something about members will accept donations
what we do," he said.
on the commons. ZTA members
Sophomore Katie Cole- hope to raise at least $10,000 by
man, a memeber of ZTA and the end of the two weeks.
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Critical eye scopes U.S. citylife
Bv ZAK SALIH
senior writer
Salman Rushdie's latest
novel, "Fury," begins with a
hyperbolic description of that
Urban Insomniac, New York
City. He describes I city "of halftruths and echoes," where "the
talk was still of start-ups, IPOs,
interactivity, the unimaginable
future that had just begun to
begin." It is in this cauldron of
wealth, celebrity and culture
that Malik Sol.inka finds himself, a retired professor with a
penchant for philosophizing.
His sharp and wilty analysis of

American culture forms the
backbone of this terse read,
Rushdie's most accessible fiction work yet
The fury of the novel's title
is embedded deep in Solanka's
consciousness. It is not merely
anger or reddening of the face;
Solanka's rag* at the world
and at himself is pure furla, the
roiling personification of Ihe
Three Furies of ancient history.
He i> a protagonist who finds
himself groaning in the middle
of dinners without btiruj
aware of it, the noise becoming
such a racket that he often
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finds himself removed from
restaurants. He feels his anger
"cresting in him like a Hokusai
wave." Yet, at the same time,
the professor is a man of great
intellectual wealth. So much
that, at times, the reader wonders how a man who could so
deftly analyze Shakespeare
and Kierkegaard could be consumed by such rage.
Then again, we learn early
on that Solanka's fury Is indeed
overpowering. After finding
himself hovering over his sleeping wife and child with a knife
in hand, he flees from their

home in England to New York
City, In New York. Solanka
hopes to temper his rage and
escape his creation. Little Brain,
a wunderkind puppet with
enough consumer potential to
rival the Harry Porter Plague. It
is here, amid the skyscrapers
and the capitalist joie de vivre
that Solanka resides, seeking
solace in the clubs, restaurants
and entertainment centers of the
city. He soon becomes involved
with two women, each with
charms to soothe his savage
sefFURY: page 21

Cranny of RANDOM

HOISE

I ight from the slage bathed
Ihe poorly dressed crowd with
unflattering brightness as dullcolored smoke floated through
the air helping to mask what
was going very wrong at the
Vanilla Ice concert.
Although four nights have
Cissed since the Mainstreelanilla Ice concert/fashion
show. I still am not able to
process this fashion disaster
fully because my senses instantaneously become bombarded
and overloaded with images of
Ihe fashionably challenged
In the end, I decided it was
important lo analyze the event
MI that my so-called "enlightened comments" will help
Harrisonburg's fashion-needy
On a positive nole (1 feel as
though I should start on one
before I offend people), there
were a couple of well-dressed
people there. Vanilla actually
wore some cool stuff. I was a big
fan of his shirt with the Nascar
logo on it that said "Redneck"
instead of Nascar, proving that
good fashion doesn't need to be
uptight or serious but can be fun
and whimsical. Additionally,
friends I saw at the concert all
looked great wearing sexy, yet
classy, outfits.
Now here is the bad news —
as 1 people-watched, 1 wondered why more than 50 percent
of the attendants should have
been in the "Don't" column of
every style and fashion magazine with black stripes over
their eyes to protect their identity as a fashionably lame member of society.
I have isolated the main culprits of these fashion crimes in
an attempt to end the ugliness
that
seems
to
infect
Harrisonburg wardrobes.

by senior writer
James David
Everywhere I turned, I saw
strapless this, backless lh.it.
sparkle this and low-cut that.
Obviously I have nothing
.ifj.nnst Ihese styles per se, but
do the world and me a favor
by buying your garment in
your own size, not two or four
sizes too small. There is nothing flattering about seeing
non-spandex fabric being
stretched to the extreme as
beer-bloat sets in on an already
suffocatingly tight top.
To summarize, people of
all sizes, shapes and ages
should be able to hooch it up,
just as long as they buy
clothes that actually fit.
There may be an exception
to this rule, but the jury is still
out on the issue. You know
those mini-skirt commercials
where a lovely model encourages the viewing audience to
"make mine a mini!" — 1
don't think she meant minis
for everyone, and I know she
definitely didn't mean minis
for some of those people at
the Ice concert.
As for the guys, there is
nothing exciting to report, as
usual. The good news is I saw
jeans were in full effect. Good
job. The bad news is, 1 saw
relaxed-fit jeans. Guys, look
down. If you are wearing
relaxed fit jeans, please refer
to the Oct. 1 issue of The Breeze
on page 13 and make the necessary adjustments.
Another
subject
that
needs attention is hair. Hair
can be one of our greatest
fashion accessories, but
unfortunately for some Ice
fans, it became their crown of
shame. I will admit that most
of these hair violations
weren't JMU students, but let
this be a lesson of what to
avoid as you grow old and
Jou see your favorite trends
ecome passe.
For men: The mullet (or as I
like to pronounce it, the "mulId") is just wrong. Wrong!
Let's face it, the rat-tail went
see STYLE, page 21
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'Training Day' gets the OK
BY LIZA BACERRA
contributing writer

The entire "Peanuts" gang takes a nap in "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," playing at
Theatre II through Oct. 13.

'Charlie* celebrates simplicity
B> KATIE HOLI

staffwriter
Sometimes the best way to
escape our oh-so-grown-up
problems is simply to go back
to being a kid again. Back to
when simple things were so
big and big things were so simple. This is just what the director, senior Kevin Quillon, and
fellow cast members did
Tuesday night in the opening
performance ot "Vui'n.iCood
Man, Charlie Brown."
Quillon's play
mimics
Charles Schultz's comic strip,
As sung by the cast, happiness is anyone and anything
at all. that's loved by you Lfl
just one of many lighlhearled
themes in the play.
Quillon and company look
the audience back to a simpler
time with the very animated
and unadulterated production. The stage resembled a
kindergarten classroom, with
its geometric shapes and primary colors, while the loud
costumes and over-exaggerated gestures and voices of the
characters were like that of a
childhood cartoon. Although
the show maintains a superficial air of simplicity, audience
members can look beyond that
to the more poignant underlying message.
"In our show, we are being
the children but sending adult
signals about how it's the simple things that are important in
life," Quillon said.
Through a collection of

various observations, the
play brings the audianCS
through a typical day in the
life of the "Peanuts" gang.
While self-conscious and
over-anxious Charlie Brown,
played by Quillon, deals with
every worry from talking to
the cute red-headed girl to
being clumsy, his friends deal
with their own quandaries

...we are being the
children but sending
adult signals about
how it's the simple
things that are
important...
— Kevin Quillon
director
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Lucy, played by senior
I leather Jones, wants lobe "the
biggest queen there ever was"
but is surprised bo find out her
friends think she's a crabby
person. Charlie's younger sister Sallv, played by junior Jessie
Quarles, sang of her "new philosophy" on life and getting a
C in school in a remarkably
animated voice.
Through various looks at
the Peanut gang's life, characters in the play offered their
own
humorous
insights

Audience members seemed to
understand and appreciate
the show's central idea. "I like
how it's a series of small
comics that all relate," said
sophomore )uli Zavacky, an
audience member
"I think the main theme is
how Charlie Brown is trying
to find his own and (find)
more confidence in himself.
The other. haracters help him
[see] that hf doesn't have to
be the best at everything and
he'i still liked," Zavacky said.
Learning to appreciate the
little things and not to worry
about them is what "You're a
Good Man strives to convey.
Snoopy, played by senior
Wendy Fox, sang boisterous
songs of appreciation for small
things such as dinner and
stuuU roofs
Linus, played by junior
Cliff Fantigrossi. made a point
of advising not to overlook
"superficial simplicity.* It
may have,been jusl a line in
the show, but the words
echoed to the overall premise
of the production.
"You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown" paints a
grown-up v>orld with a
child's brush in a simple
attempt to help you forgej
about life for two hours. And
the goal is met quite well.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" runs Oct. 9 through
13 in Theatre II at 8 p.m
Tickets are 55 and are avail
able at the door.

Imagine if a job depended
on how well the first day
wenl. Now, imagine that the
first day involves impressing
a cynical, street-hardened veteran police officer whose onlv
joy is to burst any wide-eyed,
idealistic bubble.
This is the premise of director Antoine Fuqua's ("Bait")
latest movie "Training Daw
starring Denzel Washington
and Ethan Hawke.
In this gritty cop flick.
Jack Hoyt (Hawke) is an
optimistic
police
officer
newly promoted
to the
undercover narcotics division of the Los Angeles
Police Department. He is
partnered
with
Alonzo
Harris (Washington), who
teaches Hoyt his own version of justice on the streets.
As the day blurs to night.

"TRAINING DAY"
STARRING:
in s/I I WASHINGTON
AND ETHAN BAWKE
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

120 MINUTES

6 ft ft
so
do
the
distinctions
between Harris and his
drug-dealing thug associate* Washington is definitely in charge of this movie.
Unlike his influential characters in
"Remember the
Titans" and "Hurricane," he
is larger than life as he
makes going had look oh-so
fun. Conversely Hawke tries
to keep up with the OscarW inning actor but is reduced
to the skulking figure in

Washington's shadow.
Fuqua's style is raw and
edgy, a reflection of the city
where the movie takes place,
with a hip-hop flare that hear
kens to his days directing
Coolio videos. The first half of
"Training Day" is as quickpaced and harsh as life on Los
Angeles' streets, with highimpact and profound character
studies. However, the last third
of the movie disintegrates to a
fluffy and contrived ending.
e>
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Top films of parent trickery
BY CARRII pODSON
staff writer
Here it is. the top five mo\ lea
involving parent trickery (just
in time for Parent's Weekend):

is m trouble downtown, so she
loads up the station wagon to
come to the rescue. Flat tires
and seedy characters follow in
this perennial favorite of our
pre Urn years

1. The Parent Trap" (1961),
director David Swift
The original, of course
Hayley Mills and Hayley Mills
combine forces to trick their
separated parents into loving
each other once more. Cheesy
humor and '60s fashions ensue.
One of the earliest examples of
parent trickery in film. It's great
to watch on a Saturday afternoon when no one is around to
laugh at you.
2. "Adventures in Babysitting"
(1987), director Chris Columbus
A classic from the short
lived babysitting genre of the
'80s in which Elisabeth Shue
plays a doomed sitter who
thinks watching the kids will be
a good way to get her mind off
her jerk boyfriend who cancels
on her. But. of course, her friend

3. "The Goonies" (1965). director Richard IVinner

Adventurous
'80s
'kid
movies don't get any better than
this, tnlks Chunk and the gang
become unwittingly involved in
a cover-up scheme searching lor
lost pirate booty. Hiding in the
basement oi an old restaurant,
they come upon the secret caverns of C>ne Eyed Willy, the leg
endary pirate captain. Oh, and
along the way they find a
Cyclops type man child who
Ujces .andy. Good for a regressive laugh.
4. "Home Alone" (1990), direc
tor t hns Columbus
Disregard the sequels and
M.K.uilav
Culkin's strange
descent into adulthood and
appreciate the ridiculous great

ness of this film. Yes, I calk*d it a
film. A 10-year-old boy is left
home — akone — while his parent's fly to Paris on Christmas
vacation
He orders pizza,
watches violent movies and uses
his wily ways to scare away a
few burglars — all before his
mom returns home to find the
house spotless. You know you
want to watch it again.
5. "North" (1994), director Rob
Reiner
Strangest of the bunch by far,
"North" involves the journey of
a kid. played by Elijah Wood,
around the globe in search of
parents who really love him.
His real parents, played by
George and Elaine of "Seinfeld"
fame (Jason Alexander and Julia
Enuis-Drey fuss), don't give him
the attention he deserves. North
divorces them and goes romping about in search of a new
parental unit. Narrated by
Bnice Willis, this is good to
watch after Mom and Pop make
you feel like old news.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.
\siOe Irom our name, we've always been in favor ot making things simple.
>o contact us lor smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financial goals.
IM-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776
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The M"rfvl ^odpel"
Evergreen Terrace, Friday S p.m.
Jared Smith Acoustic Cafe, Saturday 8 p.m.
Open Mic Poetry Reading, Tueiday 8 p.m.

The Biltmore
DJ Myiom Thursday. Karaoke, Friday
Big Screen Football, Sunday
Free Wings and Football, Monday
All You Can Eat Thumbs and Toes, Tuesday

CALHOUN's
Lew Woodall, Thursday 8,30 p.m.
Calhoun j Jam Friday 7 p.m.
JMU jAijr, Tuesday 8 p.m.
Christian 6 Steve, Wednesday 8,30 p.m.

Finnigan's

COVP

Jon Fritu Thursday
Todd Schlabach, Friday
Jimmy O, Tuesday

Dave's f averna
Made From Scratch, Tuesday 8 p.m.
Jam Wednesday 8 p.m.
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Volatile 'Country'

Bv TRICIA FRENVILLE
emphasizes the harsh reality of
contributing writer
the play.
t .<«>.! inti-ntions go awr)
Cu Hen's plain, neat suits and
and a family's foundation is mannerisms portray I larry .is a
shaken In "A Mr" i ountrv" hard-working man with good
dfPBCttd by Tom Kin^ which intentions. Cullen skillfully exeprcniit-ri'd IIH-MLU M l.itimer cutes Harry's character as at |
ShaalferThaatfi
m>» deceptive in an honest effort
S't in ,i varich ol locations, to aid his tanulv
the pun follows the unraveMng
Alec's interactions with his
<>i Ins BugBM l.muly and patri- family create several stormy
nch Harry Bunasa struggle u> acansj in which Krometis
hiild ii together I tarry, played by plays Alec's arrogant idealist
freshman ! kan CuUen, must deal student role.
with his mentally unstable wife,
Masks
communicates
Patrice (junior Pj. Masks) and Mi Patrice's personality through
sons. Alee (sophomore Damon small mannerisms, like nerKromstis) and '■■! (senior vously smoking, clutching a
Vndnpn White) in the voiatfle cU
glass of whiskey or clinging toa
mate of South Africa in the 71k
glass of champagne. White porI larry attempts to help the fami- trays the fearful, doubtful side
ly through deception
of Gil during his convers.itions
I he actors pull oft a tense with Alec
and ■uapefUMnil production,
Human selfishness and
tomplmiented by simple but fit- good intentions are the focus of
ting teener) and coatumee The "A Fair Country." The cast porplay is set in Beveral locations, trsysa dysfunctional family in a
K VTIE M( II lUGHLIV »u,« ri,,,
including an arehaeologica] site tens*', but oftentimes humorous
Freshman Damon Krometis smiles at senior Tara Chiusano in
in lOUtheni Mexico, the and touching manner.
Burgess home In Durban,
"The road to hell is paved on* of the lighter moments in "A Fair Country."
S»ulh Africa. an African airport with good intentions," accord- illustrates so well.
p m Tickets are $6 for senior
and the Burnett' home in the ing lo John Michael Schott
"A Fail Country*' plays at citizens, children and JAC
Hague, Holland I ffectively anil Van Eden. It's a famous Latimer-Sha**ffer Theatre in card holders and $8 for the
incorporated ambient sound
Duke Hall through Oct. 13 at 8 general public.
quote that A hair Country"

'Look of Love' captures ears, hearts

The Little Grill
Bob Driver 6 Steve Parks, Friday 8 p.m.. U
Open Stage, Saturday 9 p.m.

■sw«

Survivor Night, Thursday
Tyson vs. Nielson, Saturday
1.25 wings, Tuesday

Three Buck Thursday featuring; Slingblade i
Thursday 9 p.m.
The Worx i Friday 9i30 p.m. $10

H > Nil likllMIl
<timn writer
t .r.immy-winncr
I NafM
kr.ill has done ii again WHh
typical tultr) loflraaa m her
voice, she's produced an .ilbum
In si'ilua' music lovers everywhere into the world of jazz.
Her newest .ilbum. 'Die look of
/.>;«'. delivers ,i HH-lodHHis mi\
tt it MILmtu rem.ikes. r.inging
from the Bacharach favorite
"The Look oi i ova" to the I a(bi
"BeaBIM Mucho."
Winning .11 >raminy tor Best
|azz Vocals ior ha 1999 album

Mainstreet Bar & Grill
Ladiej Nisjht. Live DJi Thursday
Live D.C. DJ. Free Pizza. Friday
Crazy Diamond: Saturday
Butterhouse Bandt Tuesday. $5
Angel Tears and Shades of Mei Wednesday
'H> W n in OSKI/u
4 \imi MUSIC GROUP

^•lautlgikl

When I Lock in Your EyBI, Krall is piobabl) the best song on
iimtinues with th.it similar the album Krall sings the
.|\ k
.1 slower, more roman- Spanish love song with the
tic blend of vocall and orches
gusto ol .1 Spanish bull tighter
tr.ilion. The music is reminis- and a voice of flowing silver
cent of the great romantic It's impressive that although
albums of I rank Sinatra, min- Spanish is not her native laning lovelorn tales of woe with guage, kr.ill masters the Latin
light songs of joyous celebra- beat and proves herself a dultion.
cet di\a
The album opens with
"The Night We Called it a
"Wonderful." a typical Krall Day' 1- one ol the best combiinterpretation of a Ganhwtal nations of jazz guitar, piano,
favorite. Smoothly transition- VOCab and orchestra found in
ing from the taster beat of the moduli d.iv 1.1// Also backed
first track into the slow jazz by the London Symphony
guitar Intro of the second song, Orchestra and with a wonder"Love letters," Kr.ill eases the ful bass-driven beat, "Dancing
listener into a blissful state of in the Dark" entices listeners
relaxation. With the London into the rhythm and dares them
Symphony Orchestra playing not to dance along.
in the background and Krall
Beautifully opened by the
masterfully handling
the London Symphony Orchestra,
ivories in a short solo, there's "I Gel Along Without You Very
romance in the .nr
Well" brings a tear lo any eye.
In "Cry Me a River," Krall's Krall'S lush lyrics betray more
vocals shine particularly well than a hint of sadness as the
as she laments a lover's return orchestra magically moves
alter breaking her heart. The and blends behind her. And if
next track, "Bcsame Mucho" you thought
that
Burl

Bacharach knew how to sing
his own song well, |ust wait
until you've heard Diana Krall
-ing The Look of Love." The
lyrics have never sounded so
sensual, though they are no
different than Bacharach's
own rendition
The final track of the
album. "Maybe You'll Be
There," leaves listeners wishing they really could be there.
With elegant jazz guilar solos
nixing wonderfully with
piano over top of the London
Symphony Orchestra, one
won't want the song or the
album to end.
This album continues to
maintain the level of Krall's
ability to entice everyday people into the fold of jazz (own
With gorgeous mixes of
orchestration, lyrics and, of
course, Krall's siren tongue,
this album is destined to be
played over and over as one
enjoys romantic retreats, candle-lit chats or lazy drives
through the country

Maize Quest
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p The Cornfield Maze Adventure pppf
Three miles of paths. Seven acres of corn.
Hours of FUN!!! Only 30 minutes away!!!

IHOURS
TUES. -THUftS.! 2 N00(flfc '6p»(t

Try a FLASHLIGHT NIGHT!!
Group discounts!!
Parents Weekend: (1 off students and parents with id
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Restaurant Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11a.m.-4p.m.
(j

Great Food • Reasonably Priced • Featuring Boars Head Meals A Cheeses

(

}

CATERING FOR Al L OCCASIONS • GIFT BASKETS
Reserve now for Parents Weekend:
/ vended Hours:

i

Fn. October 12 Dinner Hours 5-9p.m
Sat. October 12 Lunch & Dinner Hours Ha.m.-9p.m.
'hot & cold takeout platters also available '
*<JH lU^iU, )kd

!;U*,[nmi'aJ~

Mi-MHM

ring Break 2002Panama CifyBea
DJ "Bio; Donna"
I
World's largest & Loii&st fij
° Keaeh Party' J,
rCifsTf

■:..:,.

119

#^%&2p*r
• Suites up lb 10 People
. lull Kitchens • Indoor
■■■■^
Atrium Dome & Pool • Game Room
• Restaurant • Airport Limousine
Service • Xo Coter for Sandpiper
(iuestsf

enervations 800.48&.S1I2* • www.sandpiperbeaeon.eom
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SKI & SKATE

Seal*

AviaJZoiv Ervtferpriae*-, Inc.

PARENT! WEEKEND SPECIALS FOR

SEASON RENTALS!!
Snowboard,boots,bindings.......$99.99
Shaped sbis,boots,bindings......$99.99
Top of lines sbis ('00 model)...$149.99

Vou beep the gear until March 31!!

FLIGHT TRAINING
PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL
6 Week Ground School
Bcfinniag

October 15,2001
Tfcrougfc

**<*?

M>

**&**

November 21, 2001
Monday & Wednesday Nights
From

7:00pm to 10:00pm

<,<\ $ SK8

Come Join Us
at the

She mi ml i >a It Valley Regional Airport
For The Best Ground School Around!
In 38 Hours of Instruction You Will Cover All The
Subject Areas Required Under

M cm put <i
For The
Private Pilot Certificate

Call is Today And Ask For More
Information About How You Can Complete Your
Private Pilot Ground School.'

SALOMON <0>
The burg's source for the coolest stuff on earth!
NexttoShoneys fVy%m^f\\
M-FIO-T
on E. Market st
tJJ 1*4 VI
Sat io-6 Sun 12-5

540-234-8900
www.scottavn. com

>fWelcome Parents
•4 Bedroom/4 Bath luxury
apartments
1

Large kitchens fully equipped
with modern appliances

'Extra Capacity Washers &
Dryers in every apartment!

• Awesome Clubhouse with
large screen TV, DVD, Pool &
Fooseball tables
State-of-the-art Business and
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

(Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)
llfcsU

$

442-4; III

y. Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
<=f Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!
January leases still available!
fou*i Housiia
OPPORTUNITY

STYLE
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Weekend of welcomes Style crime runs rampant

Plethora of events to please all parents9 tastes
WH K/CM), from page 17
galleries on South Main
Street feature works by student artists. Zirkle House is
open
Monday
through
Thursday from noon in 5
p.m., Friday and Saturday
from noon to 4 p.m. and is
closed Sunday.
OUTDOOR/RECREATION

Why not take advantage
of the beautiful surroundings while your parents are
in town? UREC is organizing a morning canoe trip on
Ihe Shenandoah River from 8
a.m. to noon Saturday. This
event already has sold out.
Another sold-out event sure
to put some "challenge" in
tha family visit is UREC's Xtreme Team Open Rock
Climb Saturday from 9 a.m.
to noon. Even if you missed
registration, stop by to see
some JMU pafeflta attempt to
scale the wall.
Two 5K banafll runs offer a
healthy activity for the active
family. The Zeta Tau Alpha
5K for the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer I mindation
will begin at 9 am. at Godwin
Field. Registration begins at 8
a.m. and the minimum donation la$10. Registration forms
also are available online .it
http://raven.fmu.edu/-sullivcb/zta-bca.hlm.
The
Semper
Fidelis
Society Toys for Tots 5K will
begin Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in
C-l parking lot. Registration
begins at 8 a.m. The Society

will team up with the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserves for
the second-annual race to
raise funds for the charity.
Free T-shirts will be given to
those who register early and
prizes will go to the top finishers E-mail club-semperfi
with questions.
The Edith J.
Carrier
Arboretum Tour on Saturday
and Sunday at 9 a.m., weather permitting, is an opportunity for a leisurely stroll
through the beautiful fall
scenery. Also on Saturday, a
bulb sale will be held at the
Arboretum to benefit the its
educational mission. Stock
up your garden with daffodils, tulips, crocuses and
special Purple and Gold collection plants.
ACADEMIC
Parents who want to witness
the academic component of student education may attend academic receptions and tours
held by each college department. The Honors Program,
Office of International Programs. C Icnaml Education,
Multi-media, Off-Campus Life
and the Department of Military
Science will also host weekend
receptions.
JMU
faculty
welcome
families Saturday morning to
discuss programs in each
major. Check the Parent's
Weekend Web site for specific times and locations for
each reception.
Friends of the Carrier

STYtJ;. from page 17

Library will hold its annual
Carrier Library Book Sale
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on the Carrier Library patio.
Stop by and let your dad
search for another history book
to add to his collection.
MUSIC
Friday night, '50s grooves
come to Harrisonburg with
the classics of The Pl.ittttn,
Marvelettes
and
Cornell
Gunter's Coasters. The 8 p.m.
concert at Wilson Hall is
already sold out.
Saturday
night,
the
Contemporary Gospel Singers
will perform in Wilson Hall
from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. No tickets are necessary. Also on
Saturday is the JMU School of
Music's Parent's Weekend
Pops Concert featuring the
"Music of Broadway" This
teacher-student concert will
begin at 8 p.m. Saturday at the
Convocation Center. Tickets
are $10.
Another annual favorite
among parents and students
is
the
A-Cappella Thon
Concert, Sunday in Wilson
1 l.iII at 2 p.m. Tickets are $2 at
Ihe door. Seven of JMU's student a cappella groups, Noteoriety. Blues Tones, Exit 245,
Into
Hymn,
Low
Key,
Overtones
and
Madison
Project, will harmonize.
For any additional questions about the upcoming
weekend, contact the Parent's
Weekend hotline at x8-3190, or
visit the Web site.

of style and so did the mullet.
Let it go. Mullet proponents
may think "business in the
front and party in the back.''
but to me it says "hair-victim
all around." Mullet-sporters
may be looking at themselves
right now saying, "But chicks
dig it." I've got some bad
news for you — I have been
told that they don't.

For women: I know that
we are in the south, but that
doesn't give you an automatic passport to the land of bighair. If you feel the urge to
tease your hair, you should
channel that energy and
build a time machine to take
you and your teased hair
back to 1MB
My advice for the week: If
you find yourself at a Vanilla

Ice concert, look down, evaluate and change.

"The dictionary defines fashion
as "thai which looks nice to
wear." Hi, I'm ]ames David and
I need your help for my next column. Please e-mail me at
a-fashion-nado@hotmail.com
and report ugly fashion statements you see on campus.

'Fury' analyzes Americana
•FVRV.from page V
beast, and is drawn into a
mystery involving a highsociety serial killer and a
twisted sex cult named S & M
("Single & Male |
At times, the plot seems
ridiculous, yet the reader
wonders if this is not
Rushdie's intended message.
The magical realism that pulsates in his previous works is
on Ihe back burner here,
unless one counts American
culture, which the author
implies is a form of magical
realism in itself. We can trust
the critique because Rushdie,
like his fictional narrator, is a
foreigner, an outsider looking in, holding the microscope up to New York City
and feeling no shame if the
lens should happen to reflect
the sunlight and burn away
layer after layer.
Yes, Rushdie's analysis of
New York City and Americana
may feel like the sting of a
whip, but maybe a good lashing is what we need

If any author were to provide pessimistic criticism of
our culture, I would have it
be none other than Rushdie.
His prose, as usual, is engaging and engorged with puns
and playful rhythms.
For instance, regarding the
Elian Gonzalez crisis of 2000,
he writes, "A little boy had
been rescued from a rubber
ring in the sea, his molhrr
drowned, and at once the religious hysteria had begun? The
cult, born of Miami's necessary
demonology — according to
which
Castro
the
devil,
I lannibal-tho-Cannibal Castro,
would eat the boy alive, would
tear out his immortal soul and
munch it down with a few fava
beans and ■> glut of red wineinstantly developed a priest
hood as well. The dreadful
media-fi\.itcd
uncle
was
anointed pope of Elianismo,
and
his
daughter,
poor
Marislevsis, with her 'nervous
exhaustion,' was exactly the
type who would, any day now,
start witnessing the seven-

year-old's first miracles. There
was
even
a
fisherman
involved? Meanwhile in Cuba,
the little boy was being tr.ins
formed into quite another
totem. A dying revolution, a
revolution of the old and straggle-bearded, held the child up
as proof of its renewed youth."
Nothing is spared from
Rushdie's view, be it the empty
pop-music phenomenon, the
convoluted Presidential Election
of 2000 ("Gush v. Bore" as
Rushdie describes it) and, oh
yes, Madame Monica.
"Fury" is an engrossing,
wild ride through the last years
of the 20th century and the first
year of the 21st. As a wise sage
once said, the truth hurts
Rushdie's narrative, however, is
the spoonful of sugar that helps
the medicine go down.

Next Week:
writing beyond
the grave

CRACKER BARREL
FALL SPECIAL

Diir & idverihers
the ""Dreeze

Turkey And Dressing
Roasted right here In our kitchen every day. our turkey breast la sliced thick and served with
a made-from-scratch combread dressing and your choice of two country vegetables. S7.29
Saturday Dinner Special - Fried Pork Chops

Two large pork chops, filed up Just right and served with your choice of three country
vegetables plus com muffins and homemade buscults after 4:00 p.m. $7.99
Sunday Dinner Special - Hashbrown Chicken Bake
A chicken breasl. baked with our ifashbrown Casaerole. crumbled RiU crackers and Vermont
cheddar cheese. Served with choice of three country vegetables after 11:00 a.m. $8.49
(54t) S74- lt*S

121 Pleasant Valley Rd.

llarrUofihurg, VA 22MI

1

Study Abroad Programs in

XXX BIOLOGY XXX
for Spring and Summer 2002

8

g

a

Biological Research:
Field Studies in Tasmania

Natural History Studies:

Biology 497A

Biology 325G (3 credits)

(2 credits)

Galapagos Islands & Ecuador

January 2 - 18, 2002

May 18 - June 2, 2002

Explore Tasmania, Australia
while learning about ecology,
aquaculturc, biology, geology,
history. Aboriginal culture, and
much more

Visit the Galapagos archipelago
and Mainland Ecuador and see
first-hand iguanas, blue-footed
boobies, penguins, and giant
tortoises

Dr. Daniel A. Wubah
Sheldon 109 -568-3508
wubahda@jmu.edu

Dr. Conley K. McMullen
Burruss 205
-568-3805
mcmullck@)mu.edu

Restaurant
E
Brewing co.

Parents Weekend Prime Rib Buffet
Reservations accepted for parties of 6 or more

434-8777
41 ('nun Square, Downtown

Sponsored by the JMU Office of International Programs

SAVE SOME GREEN!
I
I
I
I
I
I
■

aM*^wu> oect,
<$■

^)0ffl; l^gMffl

I
I

OFF REGULAR PRICE
OF YOUR ENTIRE

ANY NEW OR USED

USED LP
REGULAR PRICE S9.99 I UP

PURCHASE

■aim 10/31 'oi M HH BM ttm «M«i

Ufm 10/31/01 M NM »Mk •*« •H«l

NEW t USED CDs • IPs • VINYL • CASSI

ES • DVD • VHS • CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!

434-99969

~\

790-96 E MARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Cantar)

M1W ». MID
SH( l«.l/NC IN HA»t> 10 IN) mus iwoits
(swai IAM'-S • "Howrtwt c«of»s

Alternative clothing, lingerie, accessories,
videos, DVD's, adult novelties
(Buy 2 videos and get I FREE)

LISTIN IIFOM YOU BUY!

m HAMNISO-MMlllfl WITH tllMI ■ HI
CHMtOfnmii AM MCMMONO Ira WjST VttOS ■ PQSTTBS' T JHTTS»HANK TAPf$

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

3051 S. Mam Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-6403
Mon-Sat i0<im-9/>m
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BSBPIRIKSSS
from the JMU Copy Centers Academic
Coursepack Services! By getting your Fall
semester coursepack materials to us by our July
deadline, you made our job so much easier!
Joseph Albert
Herb Amato
Nicholas Bankson
Samantha Baskind
Clint Bennett
Thomas Bertsch
Cheryl Beverly
Kevin Borg
Holly Brader
Bruce Brunton
Jean Cash
Kevin Cloonan
David Cockley
Edward Cox
Ann Crabb
Jean Dalton
David Ehrenpreis
Lynn Fichter
Karen Ford
Pam Gibson
Reid Harris
Laura Henigman
John Hilliard
Steven Keffer
Lamont King
Sallie King
Thomas King
Rinehart Kyler
Robert Lembright

Robert Lippke
Jeff Loveland
Ina Markham
Vicki Martin
Eva McMahan
Challace McMillin
Scott Milliman
Henry Myers
Susan Palocsay
Gregory Peter
Peter Ratner
Steven Reich
Gary Richter
Chris Rose
Mike Saunders
Michael Seth
W. Cullen Sherwood
Marge Slattery
Jon Staib
Chris Stup
Laura Taalman
Fay Teer
Greg Versen
John Watterson
Jacqueline Williams
Steven Wise
Chong Yoon
Mohamed Zarrugh
Charles Ziegenfus

Spring Coursepack Deadline:
Monday, October 22, 2001

THURSDAY, OCT.

'If he stays healthy Matt will
be the best quarterback to
ever attend JMU."

■ Clubbing the competition
Club baseball has been
muling opponent after
opponent all season.

"*>
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MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

see story page 26

t*t story pact 24
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Wilson wants to
save more than
just shots

Little keeper
Kovo has
big presence

BY MATT BROWNLEE

BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer

(

staff writer

Something was peculiar from the start. Players
and coaches have never been this happy to sing
the praises of someone like this. Coaches
promptly returning calls to set up interviews?
Teammates' faces lighting up at the mere mention of a name? Uncanny,
Then you hear what they have to say. You listen as they tell you about Su/anne Wilson, the
soccer player and the person. They use words like
heart, work ethic, skill and leadership. They tell
you about their friend Sam (her nickname) and
how she just happens to be a great goalie
and how they don't know what they'd
do without her
Then you realize something: Sam
Wilson shouldn't just be a goalie me
should be Miss America. Feel free to
judge for yourself; we'll start with the tal
ent portion of the contest.
"She's one of the best shot-savers we've
ever had here," coach Dave I ombardo said.
"She's got good anticipation and cat-like
reflexes. I'd put her in the top two ever here
at JMU."
A bold statement, but one that can certainly be backed up by the numbers
Wilson has put up in her time here After
appearing in four games her freshman
year and starring in all 42 matches the
past two years, Wilson has built quite
the defensive resume. She has 272
saves to date and should eclipse the
school a-cord by the end of the sea
son. One record already in her
name is number of shutouts in one
season - seven total during her
sophomore campaign. She's already
blanked two more teams this (.ill.
bringing the running total to an
impressive 16.
"She has great quickness moving
side-to-side,"
freshman
goalie
Kathleen Vanderslice said. She has
very good reaction time and a lot of skill."
These skills resulted in a 1.63 goals against
average, allowing her teammates to focus more
on their own play and to not have to worry about
their goalie.
"We're definitely confident with her back
there," senior co-captain Jamie Miller said
"Sometimes she just comes out of
nowhere and makes awesome saves. We

AM hi'I II inches tall, junior goalkeeper Josh Kovolenko might not appear to be a
very intimidating presence. Don't let his
size be deceiving.
"For such a small guy, he makes a big
presence on Ihe field," senior co-captain and
defender Levi Strayer said of Kovolenko.
"Most goalkeepers are like 6-fe, t I India
I le I intimidating."
Coach Tom Martin said, "I would look at it
as a confidence appearance. What you would
like in a goalkeeper is an air of confidence and a
degree of mental toughness and maybe that leads
to an intimidating appearance."
Kovolenko, who red-shirted his first two
years at JMU, certainly has proven his worth,
regardless of what many would consider to be a
size disadvantage. He has a strong work ethic
and has been driven to play since his early
years growing up in Northern Virginia.
"I grew up playing In RaMOfl and played
all Res ton sports," Kovolenko said.
"Soccer-wise, I'd say have to say my
brother was my biggest inspiration. I
went to all of his games and all of his
practices. As people, I would have to
say my parents have been my
biggest inspiration with their hard
work ethic."
That work ethic was put to
use early in Kovolenko's JMU
career, as he chose to sit and
study the tactics of former goalkeeper Billy DuRoss. Martin
says he feels this move bettered
Kovolenko's overall game in the
long run.
"He's got a knowledge of
the game that most goalkeepers
don't have, which is a strong plus
for him," Martin Mid 'Voming
in, he was playing behind DuRoss
for a year, who was i great goalkeeper. If
you red-shirt and you handle it correctly, you
can really learn a lot about the game, specifically

related to your role.
"I'd have to say Josh's biggest asset is that he's a
mature player He knows the game
Strayer said that Kovolenko's
"** maturity has also helped him to
ll become one of the leaders on the team.
He's ■ vocal leader, and he leads
by example also," Strayer said.
^
"Everything he does, people just look
't",
at, and they look up to him and how
he takes control of the team. Being in
the back, he's able to look out and
see everyone in front of him, so he
organizes our whole team starting
from the back."
Kovolenko also says that he
believes his leadership role on the
team is important
"I consider myself to be one of the
leaders on the team," Kovolenko said. "I
COntidtr my relationship to be pretty

know she's going to do her job, and she
has confidence in us, too."

So she's got the skills, but that's
only part of this contest Miss America
has to be someone who Likes nothing
for granted, works hard all the time and
makes those around her better, loo.
Check Wilson off for all three.
"I do my best to always lead by
example," Wilson said. "I play like 1
want everyone else to play, and when
one person does somelhing gre.it, it
sparks the whole team, which is really
awesome to watch."

<ee SAVING, page 25
srt -KOVO.page25

VOLLEYBALL

CLUB SPORT OF THE MONTH

Patriots quell JMU's third
game rebellion, win 3-0

Student turns snowboarding into club

BY RENEE KART

contributing writer
JMU volleyball lost to the
George
Mason
University
Patriots Tuesday despite good
defense and an improvement on
skills worked on in practice.
Game one was taken by
GMU with a score of 30-20.
JMU had 10 kills while GMU
had 15. Game two was also
won by GMU with a score of
30-20. JMU had 14 kills and
GMU had 1°. Game three was
close until the end, but GMU
came out on top and look the
game 30-28. Both JMU and
GMU had 15 kills.
George Mason dominated
the first two games. "We wen?
playing like we were intimidated," JMU coach Disa Garner
•aid. "We only began playing
offensively later in the game."

JMU showed both offensive
and defensive s^ill The team
noticed a big difitrtnci in
game three compared to the
previous games.
"We need to play the way
we played in game three from
the beginning. If we can start
strong, then we will end
strong,"
freshman
Emily
Ericksen said.
The coaches and players
viewed the game as a physical
and mental challenge.
"Having a purely phy.ii .il
team doesn't cut it," freshman
Kale Euclis said. "The mental
aspect of the game is just as
important We need to believe
what we can do, and then go
ahead and do it."
I fading the team was sense* Dl/*£A-',pn,jr 5

BY ANDREA FISCHBTTI

contributing writt •

Boarderline, a club that
consists of energetic |MU
snow hoarders is the newest
and hippe-t thing to hit this
side of Interstate Ml. I lie Spoil
Clubs
Council
choose
Boarderline to be October's
Sport Club of the Month.
"What Borderline has done
as a dub ll amazing ... they
were started l>\ .i group ol Iresh
men with the president, junior
Stephanie Sgroi, leading the
way/ nid M.ut I leek, the vice
preakltnl >>' Iht 91 I
Boarderhne
was re. og
ni/ed .is a new club last year.
Being a new sport club is not
easy because the it is ineligible to receive any funds from
the SCC.
"This year is their trial year,
meaning that they do not

receive any money from the
v ( ." Heck said. "Bach club
has to go through ,i trial year
before SCC will give them
money. I his ensures that the
club doesn't loos,- interest ,itter
.1 year and will be reliable in
the future "
Sgroi founded Boarderllnc
when she couldn't find an
organization
for
snowbaordert
at
Student
Organisation Night last year.
She then rounded up a few
friends and fellow boarders
and began the club recognition process to form what
would become Boarderhne.
Some might think that a
snowboarding club would be
very limited in its acth Ittci
during no mow
teaeoni
However, so far this year,
Boarderline has held two
meetings and is fund raiting

for the upcoming season
"Boarderline is a very
active new club, and our members in excited and anticipating a inn year of meeting other
mowboardert ind going on

-64Wlwi Boarderline has

done os a dub Is (mating
... they were started by a
group of freshmen.
— Mall Heck
Sp.m Cluhs Council vice pn\iiknl

-99
lots of fun trips," said sophomore Kv.in Cohill, vice president of Boarderline.
Students join Hoarder I me

for various reasons, including
the
trips,
but
primarily
because they .ill share one
thing in common their commitment to inowboardlng
"Snowboarding is something that I love to do," senior Kick Huber, Boarderline
club member, said. "I think
being in an organization
such as Boarderhne will
allow me to meet other people, do something I enjoy
doing and fine tune my skills
.is ,i inowboarder."
in addition to occasional
meetings and field trips, the
members enjoy many benefits.
Surrounding
businesses
have lumped on board by offer*
ing signilK.int discounts to club
members. Massanutten Ski
Retort offers club officers free

fee CLUB'S, page 25
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Avoiding the Spider's web
QB Matt LeZotte and his offense will face first real test'against a tough Richmond defense
Bi

BUM ODVERIO

contributing writer
JUv Dukcfl will look to
map

,1

tour £.inu'

losing

itreak Saturda) against the
Unlvarefty of Richmond ,it
Bridgeforth Stadium. The
1:30 p.m. kickoff should
dr.iw .i huge crowd, as JMU
parents descend upon the
campus
for
Parent's
Weekend Both the Dulcet
and the Richmond Spiders
will try to pick up their first
Atlantic-10 conference win
Richmond
enters
the
game o -4 on the year, but
have faced two Dh Won I-A
teams,
Including
the
University ol Virginia the
other losses came againsl the
undefeated
Villa nova
University and
the 3-1
University of Maine Black
Bears I he Spiders i"st the
foui sames b) a combined
margin of 19 point!
Heading tin- Richmond
offense hi quarterback Sean
Gustus
Gustus leads the
Spiders in both rushing and
passing hi fourgamci Gustui
ran for 22? yards md three
touchdowns in the team's
option-style attat k t lustua iaw
-iil> share-- time with
quarterback I> Arc\ Wills. Bui
he went down with a seasonending separated shoulder two
weeks ego.
Red-shirt freshman quarterback Matt le/otte will
lead the Dukes' offense. He
is coming off a brilliant performance
in
which
he
accounted for JMU record
405 total offensive yud$ in a
double-overtime
loss
at
Vlllanova this past weekend.
I eZotte. the Atlantic 10
Rookie of the Week, set
school records in both completions and attempts (is he

completed M of his M pas-,-.
including two touchdowns.

If he stays healthy. Matt wiD
he the best quarterback to evei
attend |MU," coach Mu k.-\
Matthews said
Matthews also admits that
LeZotte will get his first real list
against a really good defense
tins weekend,
The experienced Spiders
st.irt nine juniors or svniors
on the defensive side of the
ball Ihev are allowing only
114 total rushing \ar.ls pel
game Anchoring the defense

1^ |unior linebacker Adrian
Archie who recorded II lackleS in last week's game
against Maine.
"The Green Bay Packers
couldn't run the ball againsl
Richmond." Matthews said.
I lie spiders .ire also talented
in the secondary, with senior
i ornerback [aeon 1 Ml I Ml is
two Interceptions away from
moving into Richmond's top
10 tor career interceptions
LeZotte said,"They have
such
an
experienced
defense. I really don't know
what to expert
The Dukes greatly mis~ the
presence
of All-American
senior linebacker Derick Pack.
The JMU defense gave up an
opponent record 405 all-purpose yards to Vlllanova running back Brian Westbrook.
With Richmond's option
offense, Gustus could beheaded for a career rushing day.
Pack will be sidelined for the
second straight week hv a nagging knee injury.
"Although we had five interceptlons (last weekend), that
was probablv our worst defensive outing." Matthews said.
Once again the Dukes will look
to senior linebacker Derrick
I loyd to carry the defense.

Hometown Music
GUITARS,

".Mrs,

DRUMS,

PA mo MoRf - www.hofnelownmutic.net

Wireless Price Reductions!

HEW STUFF
GATOR GRIP & DH»I«
PICKS. STIVI GAOP
DRUMSTICKS, T-SHIRTS.
Coffif MUGS & TIES, RAT

Diversity System!: Guitar $ 149
Hand held Mie Si 99

TRAVIS (T IMihW^MJwniorphoioeniphf.
Red-shirt freshman quarterback Matt LeZotte avoids Wildcat linebacker Jamil Butler In Saturday's 45-44 double-overtime loss
to Vlllanova University. LeZotte threw 34 completions In 58 attempts, both JMU single-game records.
The Dukes' rushing game
must improve to break the
four-game slide Last week,
the Dukes could only muster
up 64 total rushing yards
against Villanova Red-shirt
junior tailback Brannon Coins
left the game with a concus
sion after carrying the ball

Save 10% off Hgultr
price on any items. Or see
homelownmusic.net/burq.htrr;
for a list of exclusive

WIRELESS. SASIAN CVHBAIS

10 6

Maximum discount $50. May not
be combined with other offers or

Store Mem:
Th.r, Fri;
lOSSil

MM, TM,

Closed Wednesday
i. Sa.il,

yypCHCrl

Craft

In the Ace Music building,
4J4-4I59 • 2990 S Main Street

up the numbers, then we'll be
fine," he said.
Look for the JMU offense
to pass the ball more than
ever against
the
stingy
Spiders defense. The young
offensive line will have to
protect LeZotte for the Dukes
to have a chance to win. Look

for sophomore Alan Harrison
to have a big game coming
off a 10-catch, 158-yard performance against Villanova.
If the Dukes' defense can
contain Gustus and the rest
of the Spiders' attacks, the
Dukes will pick up their first
conference win of the season.

Coupon - - - -

"coupon" specials

OlSTORTIOK.AlRlINf

seven times for just 11 yards.
Goins expects to be healthy
enough to play this weekend.
"I have been practicing this
week. I'll be ready to play,"
t loins said He also doesn't
mind the ball being in the
hands of LeZotte more.
"As long .i' Matt is putting

discounts or applied to layaways.
Expire! Saturday 10/13/01

JMU MEN'S
BASKETBALL TRY-OUTS
Monday, October IS, 2001 - 7:00pm at the Convocation Center
You must be a full-time student registered for a minimum of 12 credits.
Come dressed to play.

free brake inspection with this ad!

Import
Car Repair

296 E Washington St
Harrlsonburg. VA 22802
(540) 433-2102

Oil + Filter change
Check all fluid levels
and tire pressure $19.95
www. wrenchcraft.com

Dean George - Owner
JMU Graduate
Over 50 years experience on Japanese Cars
Mitsubishi ♦Geo ♦Acura ♦Subaru •Honda *Nissan ♦Toyota •Others

J3

CZ

n

JSL

Legends Sports
Your Passport to Savings!

Alston's Pub

Every student gets
10% off every item
all the time with JAC card!*

uue music this week at Alston's Pub
Thiircriai.
nrt n 9Q«p.m.
m
Thursday 0ct-11
r

FrldauOct-12. 9:30 p.m.

Three Buck.. Thursday
Feflt|jr|ng s„ngblade..
II tribute to Steue Earl/Texas

Located in Valley Mall

•The UJ0RX"
$10.00 Door/$8.00 in flduance

'Does not include sale merchandise. "Exclusions apply
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Saving goals now, saving the world in future? KoVO kllOWS
SAVING,from pa%e 24
Be sure. too. thai the example being set does not go unnoticed. Coaches and teammates
alike note the passion radiating
from Wilson, both on and off
the field.
"She works her butt off To
get better," Vanderslice said,
"but she's also the first one to
tell you that you can do something, loo. She's always considerate, never cruel or harsh
10 anyone."
Miller, a player of unquestioned heart and desire herself.
agrees with the freshman's
assessment.
"Her work ethic is awesome, not la/y at all. She also
has the ability to get people up
for the game. Sometimes you
just meet truly great people.
Sam is one of them.''
With skills and person,ihtv
checked off, we move on to
the hardest part of the competition. In this, the interview
portion, we will see first hand
if Wilson can make the same
impression on someone outMC the soccer world as she's
made on those inside it. The
answer comes quickly, and is a
resounding "yes".
Every word out of Wilson's

mouth carries with it an air of
confidence mixed delicately
with a touch of modesty and
playfulness. She knows she's
good, but she doesn't need to
tell you about it. lastead, she
tells you she's been playing
since age 4, the highlight of her
career was a team victory over
the University of Virginia, and
jokes that her becoming a goafa
just sort of happened.
"It was completely by
chance," Wilson said. "Our club
keeper got injured, so I went in
and I jusfnever came out."
So it appears that the only
question left for Wilson is
what's next? What will the
All-Metro, All-State, All-CAA
keeper do when the final whistle blows on her career? Not
surprisingly, our new Miss
America has an answer for
that one, too.
"I'd like to travel to Costa
Rica or Belize," Wilson, a geography major, said. "I'd really
love to work to preserve the
rainforests."
It seems almost too perfect:
the team captain who's been
making saves all her life, wants
to go and save the world. Funny
thing is, the more you learn
about her, the more you start to
believe she just might

goalkeeping
KOVO. from page 24
tight with everybody, and if
people have problems I would
want them to come and talk to
me so I can relay stuff to coach,
or vice-versa."
The tight bond between
Kovolenko and his teammates
perhaps was displayed
best
in
what
Kovolenko considers to be
his most memorable moment
at JMU; a 3-2 double-overtime loss at the University of
Virginia last season.
"Although it wasn't a win
for us, it was just a great opportunity for not only myself, but

JOSH KOVOLENKO**,
career GAA 0.75
shutouts 11
saves 57

SUZANNE WILSO
career GAA 1.74
shutouts 11
saw* 214

TRISTAN KINCAID/riminhuri/ic anisl

PHOTO I OVHJtSY Oh BOAROF.RUSF.
Members of Boarderline at their fund-raising car wash on Port
Republic Road earlier this year.

season passes, discount rates
on season passes for regular
club members and 15 percent discounts on lift tickets.
Ski & Skate in Harrisonburg.
East Coast Board Company
in Fairfax and Backcountry
in Roanoke all offered
discounts of 5 to 10 percent
to members.
"It really helps develop
relationships between Ski
& Skate and Massanutten
and the |ML boarders."
Sgroi said.
The club's council plans to
offer a skills workshop around
mid-January.
"A big community service

project is coming up. We're
going to put up some flyers
around JMU and Harrisonburg
and offer some free snowboarding pointers ... basically
I skills workshop," sophomore
Caitlin Driscol.
Cohill said, "We've become
more well-known and recognized throughout campus.
Overall, we have recruited
over 250 members this year.
What very few people once
knew about last year has
turned into the coolest new
club at JMU."
Anyone interested in joining Boarderline should contact Sgroi at sgroisw or visit
the club's Web site
www. boa rdcline. cjb. net.

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

Dukes' offense
too late to stop
Patriots'attack
Mason drops JMU to 3-3 in CAA

Club's growth anything
but 'Boarderline'
CLUB'S, from page 24

everybody
from
JMU,"
Kovolenko said. "For the fans,
and the players, it started another great tradition. Definitely I
enjoyed that game, as well as
getting to the NCAA tournament That was another goal we
set for ourselves as a team, and
we ended up achieving it"
Martin added,"Obviously
you play games to win. In retrospect, you look back and always
want to find something positive
from your game. Your college
experience goes by so fast, and
you want to enjoy it as it goes
by. These kinds of memories are
ones that I'm sure will stick with
him forever."

DUKES'.from page 24
Danielle Heinbaugh with 12
kills. Throughout the game,
Heinbaugh carried the load
for the team with her serving
and hitting.
"We didn't have a performance, which is what we needed to win, and starting strong is
the only way we can do it,"
Heinbaugh said.
Defensively, the Dukes
played well throughout the
entire game.
Junior Jessica Evers said,
"We had an aggressive
defense for the whole game.
We were digging really well
and had good ball control, but
we just weren't able to terminate off of that defense."
Practice makes perfect, and
the team could see that reflected
in the game.

"We did what we worked
on in practice, such as passing and ball control, and used
it very well in our game
today," freshman Jen
LeMoine said. "Spending
time on those skills paid off,
but now we just have to work
on playing as a whole team
rather than as individuals."
The team agreed that they
were not on point during their
game Tuesday and need to
work on certain skills more.
"We need to play more as
a team, start strong and most
of all have more emotion,"
sophomore Jackie Reed said.
"The court was dead during
the game, and that will never
help us out."
JMU returns to action on
Sunday
when
it
hosts
Georgetown University at 4
p.m. in Godwin Gym.

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Harrisonburg Baptist Church invites
you to join our college ministry:

Family Practice Physician

Sundays:
9:45 a.m. - College Sunday School
11:00 a.m. -Worship
Harbtna Hollourtl. Minuter of SmJenli
5:00 p.m. - College Bible Study
Dfltkl Wiliuimi. Minister «t Music
6:00 p.m. - Dinner Provided
6:50 p.m. - College Chor.dc
Vim mim/xmutKin pnmilfll
Wednesdays:
Please cnil /iir a nde.
9:00 p.m. - Gillcgc Laic Night

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

•Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
501 South Main Street • 433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptiM.iom

»EbJ

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

$6.00
Hair Cuts

QA3
Traditional
Vietnamese Cuisine

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

delivered fresh daily:

Shrimp-

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Cooked the may you like!
Mon. - Sal.

Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

as well as seafood
Catfish, Salmon, and

Men & Women

Walk-Ins

We have lots of
tasty Vegetarian Dishes,

Saigon

Il:.30-9pm
BUFFET
Mon. - Fri.
11 :.30 - 2 pm

We also have outdoor dining
for a great dinner experience.

Antique Ma
Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 bast Market Street

o 434-5750

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

Jesus?
EveryStudent.com
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WEEK
Week # 7
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

I Baltimore at Green Bay
NY Giants at St. Louis
Miami at NY Jets
Denver at Seattle
Oakland at Indianapolis
Richmond at JMU
I Maryland at Georgia Tech
I Miami at Florida State
I Purdue at Michigan
[Washington at UCLA
Clemson at NC State

Meghan Murphy
art director
36-19

6-5

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor
34-21
7-4

682

.614

Baltimore
NY Giants
Miami
Seattle
Indianapolis

Green Bay

Football adds lllh game

Travis Clingenpeel
sports editor
34-21

Jen Surface
style editor
. 32-23
8-3

5-6
659

.545

Julie Sproesser
da boss
32-23
7-4
568

St. Louis
Miami
Denver
Indianapolis

Baltimore
St. Louis
Miami
Denver
Oakland

Baltimore
St. Louis
Miami
Denver
Oakland

Baltimore
St. Louis
Miami
Denver
Indianapolis

Richmond

Richmond

Richmond

Richmond

Richmond

Georgia Tech
Miami
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson

Georgia Tech
Miami
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson

Georgia Tech
Miami
Michigan
Washington
Clemson

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson

Hey LTMN Idd*. ti.vjJiuM of sports t\]iliir>p..M hm Ir.ni> IMHVIV.UI- 'YhC Good, UlC Bad, and Drew
SpotanKtafMrWaSiu.^
nhle this week You're welcome, again He's currently storming around
that cornet with bang as high in the stindmngs a> he's hivn all war I •«ik h n a
the office •pewbts, strings o i etpkUwlD between analyss* ot Randy Johnson's ability to pitch dn.rx.it in his perftrmance as he picks up the piea^iihisljfc-hik^inghisp^TiiicltwiTsiliywirhin'
in the postseason.
Cheech has been, hands down the most amsistent pkker since her dism.il 2-'' display two
1.1 -uki ,iK« »k.in<und the league while we let SnOOB tire himself mil
weeks .igo Maybe that s why she's got that grin plastered on her face.
I*wigtx»m's commitUv must have cut its wtvkJy nxvting short a> she turned in an average h-5
Do D*» joins us this week and everyiw better be i»n their best behavior — or else. Drew acted
pert¥Tnance I'rewmred by fans she rin\J ru< tollm nMv-vrtron aruUsfc and .TO psychic hum her up List week, ami he's still trying to wash off the blue ink.
stiff. ReportedK the I * ngl* nn i> inhTusted in .Kquinng a rnemba«i Out's psy Jm round's released
No, I didn't mention Snoop's pathetic perfi»mance List week But if I threw tKit in on top of the
by Drew after a (ail.il niitu ivJiip with a certain marqikv member • >f tint orgaruzatkin
Diairnwidbacks' periiirrnanct', we might have to tranquilize the guy.

Blowing away the competition
staff writer
We all root for the underdogs.
In sports, everyone enjoys hearing about the David vs. Goliath
Kittles where, against all odds,
the little guys come out on top.
Tales like this make us feel warm
on the inside. Tales like this,
however, will not be told here.
In our story, Goliath carries a
34-inch aluminum bat. He scoffs
at the kids with the tiny slingshots and proceeds to pound
them into submission. He's big,
intimidating and relentless In
this story, though, Goliath is also
humble, frieridly and respectful.
Finally, a bully we can root for.

Meet the club baseball team.
They work hard, they play hard,
they throw down hard. They're
relaxed yet focused, confident
yet modest, cool but intelligent
Oh yeah, they're also 11-0.
Things have pretty much
gone as planned all year for this
group of 28 ball players. After
losing a large core group to
graduation last spring, the
Dukes brought in 11 new faces
this fall and haven't missed a
beat. The man in charge of
meshing new talent with veteran leadership is senior Ryan
Cassidy. who knew very earlv
that there was something special about this team.

"There was *o much talent at
rryouts, but wc only had a few
practices before our first game,"
Cassidy said. "We had to play
the University of Virginia, and
they were second in the nation
last year. We beat them 19-1 and
1 knew we had something"
That "something" that this
team has is a tern lie combination
of speed, power and pitching
"Our pitching has been
really good, and when we
need big hits, it s automatic,"
senior Kevin Gregg said. "We
play Ryan Cassidy ball: get up.
get our 10-run lead and get out
of there"
Through 11 games, the guys

have hit 16 home runs and 25
doubles and have been walked
nearly six-dozen times. Sixteen
different players are hitting well
above .300, nine of which are
batting over .400. They've scored
151 runs while only giving up 21
runs of their own. 151-21. Let
that soak in for a moment.
Ready?
They've won
seven of their games by the
slaughter rule. In the span of
a few hours, they beat George
Washington University twice
by a combined score of 41-0.
In the first game, which they
won 360, they put up 19 runs
in the first inning alone. They
knocked off Virginia Tech

The JMU football team
added .in 11 Ih game to its
schedule. The Dukes will
play at Liberty University
Nov. 23 at noon.
The game was scheduled to fill voids in each
team's schedule after the
Sept. 11 attacks.
Men's golf places 14th
The JMU men's golf
team placed 14th at the
River Landing Invitational
held Monday and Tuesday in Wallace, N.C.
Sophomop?
Jay
Woodson finished in a tie
for 20th place.

Men's Soccer
The men's soccer club
team competed in the
annual Clemson University Soccer Tournament.
JMU went 1-0-2.
JMU currently is
ranked fifth in the region.

CLUB BASEBALL

BY MATT BROWM I I

IIPORTIJ

■VB-E-A-TjJ

two times, 11-1 and 22-4.
UVa., which placed second in
the nation last spring, fell to
the Dukes three times
already this year, giving up
31 runs in the process.
What makes all of the club
baseball team's success so
appealing, though, is the way
they play the game On the field
and in the dugout, you won't
find a group of more energetic
and playful guys.
So it turns out that maybe
these guys aren't such big bullies, but rather, one incredibly
tight-knit group of kids, each
with their slingshots pointed
exactly the same direction.

Men's Water Polo
This past weekend,
the water polo club held
a league tournament at
the UREC pool and went
a perfect 4-0 for the first
time in JMU polo history, including a win over
the University of
Richmond, the No. 6
team in the nation.
Junior Rob Rotach lead
the team with 15 goals
and sophomore Kevin
Murphy was player of the
tournament at goalie.

■ 3i^tt2*ra^»KMX«CVKm»aK6aK£*K«»K»KX«X9
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33c Any Small

'

Arty's Side Kicker

\

mozzerela sticks, onion petals or jalapeno bites) i
Good at Harrteonlara Wauneeboro, Stuarte Draft
www.valletjarby6.com
Limit 4 per coupon per visit • Otter expires October 14th

ft

{-Opening at, .ffoon Saturday ji
Cor Parents' WeeKend

ompeer

Give The Gift Of Friendship

|

PLU2G0 '

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUJl

Q

University Blvd

The Compeer Program provides trained
Volunteers to work with individuals
diagnosed with a
mental illness in a mentor role.

VeiWrteen end Frieade enter men* benefits
• A new fnendrntp
• increase In teclollietlon

Compeer BIIO ne* 1 pertnertn.p ">'W rirv SUP proviO | 'CS
Cents win '.re nefl volunteer mentors Time commitment ren|es
* "su'S oer *ee- eno tran * woefci to one tenoo1 yee'

Web Site: http://rtoma.rlea.MV
compaar
Tel: 434-5219
Email: comptMrftrlca.net

438-0190

Mon- Thursday 4-10:30 pm
Friday 4-11:30 pm
Saturday 3- 11:00 pm
Sunday Noon-9:00 pm

■ Knotriedga that yeii are malting a Big difference
• Great training and learning abeut mental illness and
"». people It effects

Call today to learn how a little bit of time
can make a BIG difference!

v

fl

Rules Just KiqntL

I

ir^^^^^AX^^C^^X^X^^^C^^C^^SX^K/XC^XCCf^
Hove you ever thought about TEACHINC of a career?
Would you like to become a SPECIAL EDUCATION teacher?

•

Come find out about this exciting program at JMU
Excellent employment opportunities

•

Critical special education teacher shortages in Virginia and across
the country

•

JMU special education teachers have great reputations <& are in
high demand

•

5-year program resulting in a Master's degree

•
•

Start when you're a sophomore
Join a cohort of students and work closely with nationally
renowned faculty

•

Endorsements to work with students with Learning Disabilities.
Mental Retardation, and Emotional Disturbance •

•

Opportunities to teach in collaborative settings, resource
programs, self-contained special classes, or agencies

When; Thursday, October 18'\ 2001 from 5-6 pm
Where: Moody Hall Lounge
What: Special Education Informational
For additional information contact: Karen Santos x83316
santosketSjmu.edu

Bring this ad
in for

Buy One i
i Gel One
Tree.
hoi apple
older

THURSDAY, OCT.

-lull M) uatt Amp,$150
Kpl. < net \lkimSS..$200.
l)\13MIH.imil«J MHLm
Dave Matthews Guitar, «IM
of 234. Personally signed h>
Dave. $3,250.
< 'alM.W-5381.
M.I

FOR RENT
Spring SiDtWM - 1 Mckoom In The
Commons. Female ooiy $275 but
willing to negotiate Call 438-3608
ADVERTISE YOUR

I I'll is seeking an artist
for un-Hne art gallery
during the month of

November.
Call 568-6211 for details
SI0 00 submission fee.

WANTED

SPRING BREAK

Coach Wanted (or Women's Ckrt>
Lacrosse Team • Fan and Spring
season. 2001-2002 it interested
e-mail wctartrVnu edu

Spring Break Reps Needed • to
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free! No cost, we tram you.
1SOO 367-1252.
www sonngoraakOiract com

SERVICES

RENTAL PROPERTY
Epson Stylus 740 Printer - I 1/2
rears old. Great condition New
eo»r cartridge included. $50. 060

IN THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED*!
Low I'riHs.l.n.il K.Mills

432 3345.

56H-6I27

Uniqua Coilvmi Ideas'
Thrift. 227 N Main

FOR SALE
Volvo 74001 - sedan, white. tuny
loaded, new tires Eicellent
condition and mileage. $4,900
Call 7982163
Ml UJUM BC-400 • Blacfc/Mack
with gold Inm and all options. 92K
miles, in excellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile Of 1.8
year warranty $19,995 Call Drew.
43*9263
ComMar for tele • 1MB PC. 17'
monrior. Zip 100 drive, CD burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy.
574-0111.

,,'t <

No.dktr.ch Ski MtKh-.H. (o. Sate
Paid $600: will sell for $175.
Call 896 5364 or email,
rodar mma#)mu edu
H74 Toyota Lang Cratoe* • rtd.
SOR top with reconditjoned 6 cyhnder
motor. 4»4 power, replaced parts
and good condition Cad 6124333

HELP WANTED
■lolagv Tutor - for high school
honor student 568-3068.
»* Oet PaM for Your Opinion (ft Earn $15 $125 and more per
survey* ivww.mongydoptmons com

Kara Up to SSOO Par Weak •
assembling products at home. No
experience, info. 1985646-1700.
Dept VA4806.
Mat.* $3,000* by ChrhltrMS f
fun sales positions open at Valley
Mall. Avg $6 S22/hr 434-9934.
Tha Jiliion Group ^ HUfcaUg
upperclassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positlona
For
information
go
to:
nwwjaDJon.com prior to contacting
us by phone. 1800658-3847.
Fraternities. tor or Hit*.. Cluht.
Staeent Groups - Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Carnpusrundrarsef.com 3 hour
tunrjraising event. Does not involve
credit card applicauons. Fundra«rng
dasss are fUkng qucHy. so carl today1
Contact Campus fundralaa-r. com
at 888923-3238. or visit
www. campus tuixtraisetcom.

Need a Tutor? i w>n tutor in Gen
Ed. courses and Bio Pre/Med
courses. Afternoons and evenings
available Call nowl 4384338
Academic Analyst ■
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time,
money. Graduate early, extra
degrees See Breeze Business
Directory. 540-430-3697.
Computer Repair • Free home
visits
Free diagnosis and
natructlon 430-3269

NOTICE
For more informwnn wd
aiiiiunce regarding the
MveatifMroA of financing bunnei
oppora»n*te». Contact ihe Bettei
M«> nt — Hureaw. Inc

I-80O-533-55O!
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Act Nowl Guarantee
the best
Spring Break prices1 South Pad*e.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida & Mardigras
Reps needed travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*
8008386203 www lnsuretours.com
taring Break 2002 • Travel with
STS America's *1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips oncampus to earn cash and
free trips. information/Reservations
16006484849 or wwwststrsvef.com

tarfag Break! Avoid Hfht concerns
and sad from Florida. Spend 5 days
m Bahamas from $279' includes
most meats! Get group ■ go free1
16006786386
spnng&eahuavet com
AAAA' Spring Braata SpVclaisI
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
free! Ftorrde Vacations $129*
spHngbrt&kUavti com
16006786366.
spring Break Party! "indulge R 'fee
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celeOntiea in Cancun.
Jamaica. Mazatlan. and the
Bahamas Go to SrudenfCrrycom.
call 1 800-293 1443 or e-mail
sate saHtudemcrtycom

fl. Absolute Lewest Spring
Break Prlcal *2. Reputable
company, award winning customer
service! (•websitei *3. Free meal
plans' (Earlybirds) a4. Campus
Reps earn $$. travel free' Enough
reasons'
1 800 36 7 1252
www spnngDreakdi'ect com

PERSONALS
Bob Dylan Concert Bui Trip Novemoer 15 Can 434-4037

•T Spring Break OeerotMl Checi
our website for the best deals!
wwwvagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida.
Group organizers earn free trips and
cash. Call today* 1666BREAK-00.

Skydlvat One day first tandem
tumps from 2 1/2 miles up' 22
lumper aircraft JMU student
discounts' nsvw. sfc/Oiveo/ange com.
1877 DIVE SKY.

Wanted" Spring ireafcer.! | .t
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Mazatlan lor free' To find out
how, call 1688777-4642 or email
saiesOsuncoastvacations com

INTERNSHIPS FOR
SUMMER 2002

SPRING BREAK 2002

EAJD MGT.
Mu» iranvwviinf! * JMU Bwldyour
resume Ijmcnct VllllrJus summer
PtHiliom full hy IK-sAsgiving
(hvane hairy. -»n tuiiumpainirnrum

CBBBssV Jamaka, Bar had. .v Pad...
BriiramAoaaaka. Horida A Man
ran MIALS for ■ lirmwd nmr"
FBIT. panx> ind riilmn' r venit'
Viwi .«• SUHSI*IASHTOimScm
(i* drnih or call I ROD-4IA71IO
-IT'SANOBRAIM H

•1 Spring Break Vacattoea - Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida! Book
early and recewe free meal plan. Now
nmng campus reps) 16CO234-7007
www endVsssummer fours, com

PLACE YOUR
AD TODAY!
568-6127

ATTENTION PARENTS:
Would you like to know everything that goes on at JMU?
Get a subscription to The Breeze!
Only $30 for third class mail, or $75 for first class mail.
(Third class mail arrives 1-2 weeks after publication.)
Just mail in your check along with your address to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

©

This is your lickel to hassle-free auto service

JM

[JJZ~AUTO "
I SERVICE

•Import n us Can ind Irucki
/•><■<■ Eitimalts- All Work Omuxmlttd
•Maintenance & Repairs

©

©

BRAKES* II NE I I*- SI SPENSION

I'uk up <t Delivery Available
•lixpcncncc the DilTcrcn

434-1147

MASTER
AUTO
TECHNICIAN

I.NCISI. 'TRANSMISSION • ("II TC'II

Pasta. Seafood. Fresh Baked Bread

treet

10% OFF
Any Repair

ffg

Steaks. Ribs. Salads. Sandwiches,

©

LIVE JAZZ'*
l.sers Wednesday Night
7:30- 10:30
I Mill

Mon-Sal 4-10 pm

Sunday Brunch 11-3 pm

SIHYI. SI.IUIIIIIII.VA

v.ww millslrccl'Till o>m

ft \Harrisonburg

\^nui\ j Unitarian Universalists

Yo*r wi W*

•".^.^

Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect Ihe inherent worth anil ilignil\ of every person aniljusiii,.
eaualilv anil tompassion In human relations.
Phone: 867-0073
iiiiii

Visitors Welcome

tiniiu-1ii.i.mi/iimi i m.iri atafgericajMl

Par possible canipun in.. liny infiirmulinn contarl Ralph (iruvt: gni\rrr(^jmu.i'du

Br««z« M«rtfW

Roule ^^. 5 miles wesl (if H'hury

HI

Dale Enterprise SthiHtlhmise

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth. Ages 4 Through 17, SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

fM<lMfr/)
Meet the Artist
at her next Museum Open House and Bam
Shows
October 12th - 14th
November 30th, December 1st and 2nd.

<s>

MUSEUM
Ways—bum. Vftratnaa
ISO P. BweUey Mow Drive. WiyiMfhoro, VA
(940)9404471 or <aOQ)44Va643
Mombry ■ Sunrekv 1&O0 AM ■ f>00 P.M.

S«ad*y 12i50 P.M. - 340 P.M.
Admiaaton la fn».

Oaldad man an avBllablc.

out hanu and

prfc.tj an amtSauaU fee pwiftiaai In rha Uiaam Or* Shop

Monrkrllo Vl»<n.r

O P Hurkiry Moaa :0O I
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Welcome Parents!

Offices open 10 ■ 4 pm on Sat.
andfc-^pmonSm.
"Beat the Rush Week" is
OcLEO
Come see why we're the biggest
axl the best!
Sigi a reservation or renew yoir
lease next week and receive a free
Regal Chemas Movie Pass!
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-s:30 pm

